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Kev Hunt
at Chalk Springs

Kayleigh Dalton
2lbs 8ozs at Beaver Fishery

THE TACKLE WAREHOUSE LTD, UNIT 23/25, RUTHERFORD WAY, MANOR ROYAL, CRAWLEY, WEST SUSSEX RH10 9RD
TEL: 01293

Tel:

550907 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - LATE NIGHT THUR/FRI www.thetacklewarehouse.fishing

07936 409912

SANDWICH LAKES Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
email: enquiries@sandwichlakes.co.uk

Sevenoaks Bait #BaitsFishGetHookedOn

www.sevenoaksbait.co.uk TEL: 01732 454952 info@sevenoaksbait.co.uk

Hello and welcome to the August issue of the Freshwater Informer!
Once again dear reader, another month has arrived and we have another bumper issue of the magazine for you to enjoy! August is traditionally 'holiday month', so
no doubt, many anglers and their families will be loading the car and setting off on their travels at home and abroad. It is amazing how much needs to be taken on
a family holiday (!), but, I am sure there is always room in the car (or lorry!) for a few bits of fishing tackle! I fondly remember taking my wife, boys and dog off to
White Acres for a week. Every square inch of the trailer tent was stuffed with items and the roof was packed with bikes. Thankfully, the car's suspension held for the
trip to Cornwall. Being a holiday park, there was plenty for the family to do while dad sneaked in a few hours fishing on the complex. The dog was more than happy
to accompany me and sleep under the shade of a bush while I plundered the tench stocks in Python Lake! Great times indeed, like I am sure, are your family
holidays! Please don't forget to send me your holiday 'snaps' and if space permits they can be placed in the magazine and on the ever popular Facebook page.
Please remember to give me your permission to publish your family photos!
Catch reports have once again been flooding in and I have placed as many as I could fit in the various magazine sections. I do apologise if your picture didn't make
it, but, space is limited and I always try and include as many as I can each month!
The digital copy of the magazine is becoming more popular and readers are able to access the magazine from the website wherever they are. The current website
is outdated, but, you will be pleased to know that I am currently in the process of designing a new site! The new website will have a lot more features and
information, but, please bear with me while this work is under construction. There will also be exciting ways in which businesses can advertise on the website at a
very economical price. This feature will enable our advertisers to reach even more potential customers in conjunction with their magazine adverts. Further details
will follow so watch this space!
With the Summer beginning to fade, Autumn is a short few weeks away. If you are an angling related business, this is an important time to keep your company in
the public eye. Summer is generally taken for granted as being the busy time in our industry, but, the Autumn months can produce some spectacular fishing as you
know, so keep the customers coming to you by advertising in the Freshwater Informer! We can offer some fantastic packages tailor made for you and your available
budget. Do give me a call and find out how little it costs to advertise in the magazine.
If you are away this month, have a great time and if you are staying at home, there are so many places to keep you entertained whether fishing or not!
We are privileged to live in a fantastic part of the country!

Enjoy your fishing, Barry Reed

FISHING TACKLE Match, Coarse & Carp
& BAIT
07724 776031
RALPH’S FARM SHOP & NURSERY, WIERTON
ROAD, BOUGHTON MONCHELSEA ME17 4JW

FREE CAR PARKING

Letter to the Editor

KETTLE ALWAYS ON

Apologies to Ricky Shaw

“Hi Barry, Thank you for my letter's
appearance in the July issue. I recently
had another short session at Claygate
Lakes on Lake Sophie. There were lots
of fish showing on the top to start with,
but, I decided to put out a bottom bait
consisting of corn to get them on the
feed. After an hour or so with little to
show save for a few bream, I changed
to meat which was a bit more positive
with the takes. I caught a nice bag of

My apologies to Ricky Shaw for crediting the wrong angler with his catch
from Strawberry Fields in the July magazine.
This is Ricky's incredible 53lbs fish from the Kent specimen water.
Well done, Ricky!

tench with fish from 2lbs to 4lbs along
with a few smaller ones around a pound.
I also had a number of nice mirror carp
the best being around 5lbs. There were
plenty of smaller fish on the surface but
the better stamp of fish were taken on
bottom baits.
It was a very pleasant day with a net of
around 40lbs and the fish were still
active when I packed up.”
Regards, Robin Piper

The Freshwater Informer
6 Meadow Way | Wouldham | Rochester ME1 3GR
e: barnic@bnternet.com
COPY DEADLINE for SEPTEMBER 2019 - MONDAY
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12th AUGUST 2019

The Freshwater Informer cannot accept responsibility for the quality of goods or services
advertised in this publication. All views expressed are those of the contributors concerned.
All images received are accepted as being true and accurate and as described.
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NICKS FISHING TACKLE
www.nicksfishingtackle.co.uk
10 KNIGHTRIDER STREET, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6LP

Tel: 01622 673899

NOW ALSO AT WYLANDS ANGLING, BATT

Fishery Reports
Tanyard Fisheries

Uckfield, East Sussex

COARSE POOL 1 Harrison White caught himself a nice bream on an afternoon fishing session.
Dimitrius came for his very first fishing experience and landed two common carp of 3lb and 5lb
along with a nice tench. Peter enjoyed his day on this often overlooked small lake landing a 7lb
common carp, a 4lb tench and two rudd of just under 1lb. John had a days trip with his young
son and landed three bream of 4lb,5lb and 6lb
COARSE LAKE 2 Lyndon landed himself fifteen mix of carp from his day trip largest of 13lb 4oz
mostly using maggots. Peter made use of the sunshine and had a nice 25 fish, 12 common carp,
7 bream and 6 tench of mixed sizes largest of 11lb. Joe landed himself two common carp one of
3lb and one of 6lb. Mark had a good morning with three carp of 6-8lb and eight bream of 3-4lb.
Terry and Chris landed themselves a nice fifteen fish - twelve carp and three bream, the largest
of the common carp at 10lbs 5oz and a pb for Trevor with 9lb 5oz common. Peter came for an
overnight fish and had to reel in to get some sleep landing eighteen fish a mix of carp ranging
from 4lb to 12lb and two bream of 7lb and 5lb. Scott banked five mirror carp and two common
carp on his afternoon's fishing. Duncan braved the heat and persevered to land a nice 14lb
common carp using bread off the surface along with two tench of 3lb and 2lb. David found some
shade and managed to land three common carp of 10lb, 6lb and 12lb. Trevor landed a very nice
9lb mirror carp and three common carp of 10lb, 12lb and 9lb. Paul landed a very nice 5lb catfish
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OPEN EVERY
SUNDAY from
Easter Sunday
8am to 1pm

LE

among a mix of carp.
Tom landed a nice catfish
of 6lb as well as four
common carp of around
7lb. James had a good
session landing twelve
carp of various sizes
under 10lb. Balasz had a
day's fishing landing six
common carp all under
10lb and three tench of
3lb, 2lb and 2lb.
COARSE LAKE 3 Chloe
came for a day session
landing 11lb common and
a 13lb 8oz common then
went on to double take with her partner Joe with a nice common. Kingsley had a nice 12lb
common carp. Dan landed a 10lb mirror. Max made good use of the sunshine and along with
Lewis and Euan landed a 5lb ghostie, eleven common carp around 6lb, one goldfish and one
mirror of 5lb. Kane had a good afternoon and overnight landing himself twenty five mix of carp
using red sweetcorn. Charlie had five common carp also using red sweetcorn. George enjoyed
the weather landing nine common carp and four mirror carp of mixed sizes under 10lb. Harry
landed a nice koi carp of 9lb and three mirror carp of 8lb, 12lb and 5lb. Simon had a good days
session landing three tench all around 2lb and five common carp all of around 7-9lb. Jamie landed
a nice 7lb koi along with three common carp of 5lb,7lb and 4lb. Geoff came and banked three
mirror carp of 6lb, 7lb and 9lb and two bream both of 5lb. Nathan landed a nice koi of 7lb while
surface fishing with dog biscuits. Damien had a good day's fishing landing five common carp all
under 10lb. Steve fished for the afternoon and landed six mirror carp under 10lb. Martin landed
three common carp of 6lb, 9lb and 11lb. James had an overnight on this lake and enjoyed 2 hours
sleep, landing twenty one mix of carp of various sizes. Colin came for a day's fishing and landed
five bream of around 5lb and two common carp of around 7-10lb. Chris enjoyed a sunny day
while landing three common carp of 9lb, 11lb and 8lb. Andy landed twelve fish, three common
carp two of 6lb and one of 9lb, five bream all of
around 5lb and four mirror carp of 6lb, 7lb, 8lb
and 9lb. Darren landed a nice mirror carp of 7lb
using bread off the surface.
CARP FREE LAKE Steve had a great days
tench fishing landing six tench all around 5lb and
four crucian carp of 4lb. Clive came armed with
an umbrella to hide from the sun, landed two koi
one of 4lb and the other of 6lb. James banked
four tench and two roach using maggots and
bread. Shane had an afternoon stalking, he
landed a 6lb koi carp and a 5lb crucian carp.

12 Wealden Forest Park, Herne Common CT6 7LQ
Between Canterbury & Herne Bay on A291 - just 10 minutes from either!

Email: badders22000@hotmail.com

T&

P

www.absolutetackle.co.uk

All the top brands for the coarse,
carp, predator and sea angler
Quality fresh and frozen baits
always in stock
We stock the best range of leads
for the sea angler in the South East!

01227 636724 / 07809 330854
Plenty of FREE parking right outside the door
Monday to Saturday 9am - 5pm / Sunday 9am -1pm
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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Tricklebrook Fishery

Fishery Reports
Wylands International AC

Battle, East Sussex

The warm weather is here and the fish are very spread around in the lakes plus feeding well and
some fantastic catch reports are being sent in. Thank you and a big well done to everyone who
sent in their catch reports please remember to upload your pics to our Facebook page.
Accommodation and fishing packages are available from as little as £120 , so if this is of interest
to you, book quick to avoid disappointment!
KELL LAKE is producing some lovely specimens. Regular Dave Harland has had some fantastic
sessions landing multiple carp into the high twenties. well done. The carp are feeding heavily, and
the majority have been over the twenty-pound mark, including a good head of upper twenties.

35 Kell Lake

Dave Betts - 20lb Kell Lake

HOUSE LAKE Is definitely awake, and this runs water is producing fish into the twenties. Get the
tactics right on the day and multiple catches are on the cards. Fishing with a boilie approach is
the more productive tactic as the silver fish soon clear up smaller food items.
ROSIE’S LAKE has been opened to 24hr fishing with many anglers taking up this opportunity for
some fantastic carp and crucian fishing. Anglers have been bagging up with several carp up to
16lb including the odd pretty mirror.
MAISIES LAKE The catfish are on the feed. The largest caught last season was 57.08oz, this
year so far it's 55lb. The lake is also producing some stunning carp up to 20lb plus Please
remember this is the only lake you need to pre book as the number of swims are limited. 20lb
mainline is also a must. A variety of baits are producing.
OLD SPECI The fish on this lake are on the up
as far as weight is concerned with many reports
of mid doubles being caught and including a few
into the twenties. The fish are being caught on
most angling methods.
NEW SPECI This water is continuing to produce
the goods and has fished rather well over this
month. Many catch reports have reached us with
fish up to a very respectable 27lb. The lake now
holds a good head of 20 lbs+ carp. Large
spreads of bait seem to keep the fish interested.
MIDDLE LAKE Although known for it's large carp, this is a fantastic lake for the novice and
experienced angler alike wanting a challenge.

Alfi - 29lb New Speci

19lb common - Middle Lake

MATCH LAKE The weights have been very consistent throughout the month and at times over
200 lb has been needed to frame. The pleasure anglers are also coming away very happy.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO KEEP ALL MATS AND SLINGS WET BEFORE PLACING FISH ON THEM. THANKS
FOR A FANTASTIC JULY AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN THE COMING MONTH.

Iden Wood
Fishery

5 secluded lakes set in 60 acres of
woodland, containing
Carp to 30lbs, Tench to 5lbs,
Bream to 9lb plus Roach,
Rudd and Chub

Tel/Fax: Andy Ashdown

Vehicle access/night fishing
allowed / match bookings taken

01797 280180
Mobile:

07906 232225
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Spring Lodge | Iden Wood Fishery
| Coldharbour Lane | Iden | Rye |
East Sussex | TN31 7UT

Five Oak Green, Kent

WELCOME TO ARUN ANGLING CENTRE
Arun Angling is located just five minutes from the A27 on the outskirts of the pretty town of Angmering.
The store has it’s own ample car park offering FREE parking solely for it's own customers’ use only.

Have you visited the newly reﬁed Arun Angling store at Angmering?
Arun Angling Centre was established in 1990 and over the years has
grown into the biggest shop of its kind locally.
Having moved to larger premises in order to sasfy demand, the shop
now boasts over 2,000 sq. of display space enabling us to exhibit the
massive range of stock we hold from all leading tackle and bait suppliers.
At Arun Angling Centre you will always receive a warm welcome, good
advice and a great variety of products to choose from.
We cater for all disciplines of freshwater angling including carp, specimen,
match, game and pleasure.
We are delighted to oﬀer you a number of INTEREST FREE payment
opons for those larger purchases, so please feel free to chat with us
when considering your next tackle purchase!

The Old Blacksmiths Yard, Water Lane, Angmering BN16 4EP
Open:

Monday to Friday 8.30am to 5pm
Saturday 8am to 5pm
NEW!!! Sunday 8am to 2pm

Any questions
Call:
01903 770099
Email: arun.angling@hotmail.co.uk

www.arunangling.co.uk
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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Curtis Childs fished our 36hr match and
managed 35 catfish including a new PB of 45lb
1oz which also won him the match. Dave Foster
did a memorable 12hr night session in Peg 3 with
a total of 21 fish up to 40lb. We had several guys
do a birthday social over a scorching 48hr
weekend in pegs 3,5,6,7 and 8 and they had 78
catfish between them up to 38lb 7oz.
Nigel Gillard and Robin Moyser fished pegs 11 &
12 and had 42 fish between them up to 35lb.
Paul Fagg and Martin Myland fished peg 6 for
36hrs and had 25 catfish up to 34lb 8oz and 5
carp between them.

Fishery Reports
Charlies Lakes

Ashford, Kent

PINIONS
BAITS AND ACCESSORIES
Open 7 days a week
Monday - Saturday 9.00am until 5.30pm
Sunday 10.00am until 4.30pm

FRAMFIELD PARK
FISHERY

Large range of groundbaits • pellets • pastes
• dips • particles • additives • hookbaits • boilies
We now stock quality fresh maggots!
Club an
d
Match
Bookin
gs
Welcom
e

Brook House Lane, Framfield nr. Uckfield, East Sussex
3 well stocked lakes including carp to 30lb, perch to 4lb, catfish to 65lb,
roach, rudd, skimmers, tench, grass and ghost carp.

431 London Road, Aylesford
near Maidstone, Kent ME20 6DB
(only 5 minutes from M20 Junction 5 )
Ample FREE parking

01622 718580

Day Tickets £8, OAP/Juniors £5,
Evening Tickets from 2pm to 7pm - £6, OAP/Juniors £4.
Large car park, toilets, access for disabled anglers.

Telephone 01825 890948 / Mob 07798 751175

FISHING TACKLE
& BAIT
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Ralph’s Farm Shop & Nursery, Wierton Road
Boughton Monchelsea ME17 4JW

07724 776031

CHARLIES LAKES
Steeds Lane, Kingsnorth, Ashford TN26 1NH
Only 15 minutes from junction 10 of M20!

Tel: 07857

539785

DAY TICKET WATER FOR
CARP AND CAT FISHING
Swim 2

Swim 21

Day Ticket: 7.30am - 7.30pm | £15 for 3 rods
24 hour Ticket: £30

Special 5 Day Price
Monday to Friday - only £110!
Bookings taken throughout the year
with a deposit for the swim that you require

Swim 3 - Double

Swim 14 - Double

Nets, slings and mats all supplied at no extra cost
Junior anglers may only fish the smaller specimen lake

Separate ladies and gents shower and toilet facilities

Swim 5

Swim 6 - Double

Swim 12

Swim 7

Swim 8

Swim 11

Google ‘Charlies Lakes’ for photos and fishery reviews
Please visit our Facebook page for rules and further information
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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Fishery Reports
Elphicks Fisheries

Horsmonden, Kent

NORTH LAKE is still producing. Paul Clark had
2 mirrors at 16lb, 22lb, Tim Carter had mirrors
at 18lb, 22lb, 24lb, 26lb, 28lb, 22lb grassie and a
34lb, common, Woody had 2 mirrors 19lb, Fully
scaled and a 46lb, off the top.
PLANTATION LAKE is fishing well. Nick Miles
had 2 mirrors at 11lb, 19lb, and 2 commons at
16lb, 28lb, Louis Miles had 3 mirrors at 14lb,
16lb, 27lb, Dave Lee had 2 commons at 24lb,
25lb and 2 mirrors at 12lb, 29lb.
PRAIRIE LAKE is producing. Dan Fisk had a
Dave Lee - Plantation Lake 06.19
22lb, mirror and a 23lb, common, Scott Cook
had a 19lb, common and a 37lb PB mirror, Anton Nofz had mirrors at 25lb, 26lb, 26lb, 27lb, 33lb,
36lb. Richard Green had commons of 23, 21, 32 and mirrors of 19, 26 and 29.

Gabriels Fishery

Edenbridge, Kent

A Gabriels customer reports on a session at the Fishery;
“Oak lake was fishing very well with falling air pressure. The unhooking mat was wet with a 25lb
mirror carp and the bivvy was set up and in order to hold it down. I remembered to put in the back
guy line! The other two people in my party were fishing 2 rods each from the triple swim and had
their own bivvies, in fact, it looked like bivvy village with our cooking pots neatly placed and a bbq
that we bought from the shop on site was cooking our supper. It was quite late and with the birds
coming into roost, the noise was something I have never witnessed before. As it got towards
twilight the alarm from the rod on the left of my pod rang out and the line screamed off. It crossed
over my right line and then came in straight towards the bank. I called my friend Adrian to reel in
my spare line, only to find that the fish had taken off again towards the far bank where Peter had
his bait. Luckily, Peter saw what was happening and removed his near line so all 3 of us were
occupied only to find that Adrian’s night alarm was sounding and he had a fish too. I am sure that
the two fish were conspiring with each other because Adrian’s fish surfaced with a huge swirl by
the water lilies together with my fish and we played them for a number of minutes. We each
reached for our 42” landing nets in unison and landed our fish together. Mine was a 22lbs mirror
and Adrian’s fish weighed in at 22lbs, a nice common. That meant that I was still ahead by one
fish but poor Peter blanked”
Colin Forwood was delighted with his first fish
of the season on Oak Lake an 8lbs common
carp, caught on pineapple and banana boilie 12th.

Darren Thompson - 27lbs Admiral Lake

Scott Cook - Prairie Lake 35lb 5oz PB 07.19

Billy Graham caught a common carp from Hare
Lake weighing 16lbs on scopex boilies.

Oillie Goodhew - Prairie Lake 06.19
Colin Forwood
William Collison caught his personal best from
Oak Lake a 9lbs common carp

Joe Shanahan - 35lb 12oz Prairie Lake 06.19

Billy Graham

Dan Fisk - 23lb Prairie Lake 06.19

SANDWICH LAKE is producing carp to pva bags and a small method feeder. Silvers are coming
out on bread and maggots. Mr Excellent is still taking carp off the top and Mike Harrington had
carp at 3lb, 6lb, 9lb, 10lb and also had 8 carp to
12lb, Mark Farmer had 14 carp to 15lb.
KETTLES LAKE is fishing well. Dan Collard
had 19 carp to 25lb, Stewart had 27 carp to 19lb,
Phil Dixie had a 14 lb mirror, Ryan Meloy had
2 mirrors at 15lb, 21lb, and a 12lb, common,
Luke Bostock had 2 ghost mirrors at 7lb, 16lb,
a 19lb, mirror and a 10lb, common, Mike
Harrington had mirrors at 7lb, 7lb, 12lb, 13lb, 13,
15lb, 18lb, 20lb.
PULLENS LAKE has still produced. Gary
Harrow had mirrors at 26lb, 31lb, 32lb, 35lb,
Peter Norman - 42lb Pullens 06.19
45lb, Nick Miles had a 24lb, mirror, Neil
Whittaker had a 28lb, mirror.
WEST END LAKE has picked a bit now. Paul Butler had 2 mirrors at 35lb, 43lb, Gary Harrow
had a 44lb, common and mirrors at 32lb, 35lb, 38lb, 39lb, 39lb, 41lb, 47lb, 49lb.

William Collison

Darren and Ellie Mae Thompson caught a 8lbs
common carp and a 2lbs bream on Silver Lake.
Darren also caught a 27lbs common carp on
Admiral Lake using sweet corn.

Darren and Ellie Mae

TRADE – IN – TACKLE
Carp, Coarse and Vintage Angling Specialist
Good quality, pre-loved tackle purchased and sold
Stockist of Korda, Nash, Gardner, Middy, Wychwood, Leeda
Mainline and many more quality manufacturers.
Fresh maggots and worms always in stock along with frozen
deadbaits and a massive range of boilies and groundbaits.
Come and visit us at:
Maidstone Road, Wateringbury ME18 5EH
(opposite the railway station on the B2015)

Tel: 01622 814296 or 07941 085011

A warm welcome and a great deal awaits you!

IF SELLING, PLEASE PHONE BEFORE VISITING
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Great Engeham Pools
BETHERSDEN ROAD, WOODCHURCH TN26 3PU
MATCH, CLUB, GROUP AND SOCIAL GATHERINGS

ALL WELCOME
Roach, Rudd, Tench, Bream, Carp, Perch & Crucians

More info call Hugh 07973 410973

TEL 07743 955812 | 01892 835453 | EMAIL info@tricklebrookfishery.co.uk
Tricklebrook Fishery | Colts Hill | Five Oak Green | TN12 6SH
Telephone bookings are to be paid in advance and are non-refundable • Credit and Debit cards now accepted
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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Fishery Reports
DAY & NIGHT FISHING - TN12 9PL

Claygate Lakes

Claygate, Marden, Kent

For all match and pleasure bookings and enquiries
please ring Dave 07770 513448
NIGHT FISHING ON ALL LAKES

LAKE AMY - Carp to upper 30s

LAKE AMY Well done to Paddy, one of our regulars who managed to tempt 3 fish up to 31lb.
Wafters along with pop ups worth a try and with the recent hot temperature zigs 2ft off the bottom
have also been working. Good old sweet corn and halibut pellet have been successful in the
margins.
LAKES EVA/SOPHIE Corn, meat or pellets up in the water are the favoured baits at the moment,
bread in the afternoon also worth a try. With the recent hot weather and air pressures we saw a
barbel and pike take bread off the top!!!
New to fishing? Bought tackle and need a hand setting up your gear? Or do you want to hire
tackle and give fishing a go? Call Dave on 07770513448 and we can give you a hand and offer
advice.
Food unit C&R Catering are offering hot and cold food 7 days a week with the option of having
the food delivered to your swim.
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Horam Manor Fishery
10 secluded lakes in the Sussex countryside

Mixed coarse fishery with carp to mid 20s
Perfect for families and experienced anglers
Day ticket fishing - Dawn to Dusk - Only £5 per rod!
24 hour fishing
by prior arrangement
Non-members £20
Members £10

Elphicks has been designed and built with the modern angler in mind.
We have 7 lakes available for day ticket and session fishing. Each
lake has it’s own parking within easy reach of the swims and all
swims are ‘all weather’ - either built of Astroturf, stone or bark.
Please contact the fishery for further information on any of our lakes.
Elphicks Fisheries Spelmonden Road
Horsmonden, Kent TN12 8EL
Tel: 01580

212512

email: info@elphicks-fisheries.co.uk

Annual Day Ticket membership 1 rod - £80 / 2 rods - £120
Buy a whip, bait + Day Ticket for just £15!

Horam Manor Farm, Horam TN21 0JB

01323 840889 / 07707 759364

www.horammanorfishery.com

www.elphicks-fisheries.co.uk

GREENACRES FARM FISHERY
Sissinghurst Road | Biddenden | Kent | TN27 8EH
For further information please call us on 07933 934942 or visit our website www.greenacresfarmfishery.co.uk
Email : greenacresfarmfishery@gmail.com

Located on the Weald of Kent in Biddenden we offer syndicate quality
lakes for all. There is one specimen lake for carp, one specimen predator
lake for carp, catfish and pike, one match lake with twenty-two purpose
built swims, one coarse lake and finally a tench/family pond.
Facilities include a club house with toilets, shower,
wet room and kitchen facilities.
This beautiful setting needs to be visited and enjoyed!

Prices start at £10 per session on the coarse lakes,
£15 for the specimen lakes, rising to £25 for a 24 hour ticket
(£5 extra for a third rod).
SENIOR DAY TICKETS ON OUR COARSE LAKES HERON AND
BLUEBELL ARE AVAILABLE FOR £5 MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY
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Tanyard Fisheries

Tanyard Lane | Furners Green | Uckfield | East Sussex | TN22 3RL

www.tanyardfisheriesltd.co.uk
For information and sending us your catch reports to
Whats App via tel: 07833 532842
The Coarse Lakes are still owned and run by Bernard and Sharon

Tanyard Fisheries is made up of 3 general lakes and
1 carp-free lake on a well looked after fishery

DAY TICKET
7am - 7pm

1 Rod
£10
2 Rods
£15
3 Rods
£20
Day/ Night
Fishing
No Bookings

• Disabled parking
• Wash Up Room
• Café / Tackle
• Toilets
FISHING
TACKLE
E
AVAILABL

“A
S

FISHED BY

”

Automatic gates OPEN MON – SUN 7am
GATES CLOSE 7.15pm - Winter times will apply

Eastbourne Road (A22),
Newchapel, Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6HL
Tel: 01342 324006
Mobile: 07710 656041

www.beaverffarmfishery.cco.u
uk
beaverfarmfishery@live.co.uk
Facebook: beaverfishery
Instagram: @beaverfishery
We are a commercial day ticket fishery and have 2 Specimen Lakes, 3 Coarse Lakes and 3 Ponds.
Open 7am - 7pm Summer time and 7am - 6pm Winter time. Day ticket, overnight and long stays welcome.
Facilitiiees include:
On Site T
Taackle Shop
Showerr//Wetroom
Disabled Friendly T
Tooilets
Disabled Friendly Parking
Seasonal Snack Bar with
Hot and Cold Food
2 Chalets available for hire
Automatic Security Gates
that close at 7pm (Summer)
6pm (Winter)
24 hour C.C.T.V

Monthly Open Matches
(All Welcome)
12 Car Parks including
Disabled Parking
Match, Corporate and
Memorial Bookings Welcome
No pre-bookings taken
ffoor swims
Concessionary Tickets for
Junior, Disabled and OAPs
Win a FREE SESSION with
our Fish of the Month
Competition
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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Fishery Reports
Mousehole Lakes

16

Paddock Wood, Kent
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Fishery Reports
Hawkhurst Fish Farm

24lb 4oz Mirror - Specimen Lake - Ricky Young

64lb 8oz Catfish - Main Lake - Adam Wadey

Hawkhurst, Kent

69lb 10oz Catfish - Main Lake - Scott Ridley

69lb Catfish - Main Lake - Luke Parsons

Dove Lake - Thomas Buckley

Main Lake - Scott Ridley group

Main Lake - Scott Ridley group

Freshwater Informer - August 2019

Archie Swann - Fish of the Month!

Ron Davies - Quarry Lake

Sam Driver - Main Lake

27lb Common - Specimen Lake - Steve Taylor

Our anglers have been fishing amongst vibrant colours and bright blue skies this past month. It’s
been a busy time here at Hawkhurst Fish Farm and all of our lakes have continued to produce
the goods. This leads us on to our ’Fish of the Month’ competition, and we are pleased to announce
the winner is 9 year old Archie Swann who fished Quarry Lake for his first ever catfish session.
He baited up, cast out, struck and reeled in all by himself, and caught an impressive 6 catfish up
to 16lb 2oz. Well done Archie, you’ve won yourself a free session!
SPECIMEN LAKE Our bailiff Rob managed to land a gorgeous 34lb Mirror on a quick session
after work! Stephen Taylor netted 4 carp in the low 20's, as well as a 27lb Mirror from Specimen
Lake. He said to pass on his thanks to Rob the bailiff for his help. Steve then landed a 17lb
grasscarp, 26lb Common and 27lb Common on his most recent session. David Graveling netted
the following on an impressive session: 25lb Common, 30lb Mirror, 35lb Catfish and a 28lb 5oz
Common. Ricky Young tried swim 5 for the first time, and was rewarded with 4 carp, including a
24lb 4oz Mirror and 24lb Common, as well as a 20lb Common and 19lb Common. Lee caught a
scale perfect 33lb 8oz Common.
MAIN LAKE Scott Ridley and co had an incredible 48 hour session on Main Lake, landing 53
fish between them. They said it was a session they'd never forget, with highlights including a 69lb
10oz Catfish, and a 31lb 4oz Mirror. They also landed 3 other cats from 30lb-46lb, 9 20lb+ carp,
and 35 doubles. They also lost 15 fish! Mark Jones fished a 48 hour session during very hot
weather, it was tough fishing but he managed 9 carp up to 23lb. He’ll be back soon in the hope of
bagging a catfish! A 24 hour session resulted in 8 carp up to 31lb and a 35lb catfish for Sam
Driver. Ashley Smith managed to land himself a 50lb catfish on a night session. Luke Parson
netted a 21lb Common and 3 catfish, weighing 69lb, 64lb and 50lb. He also removed an old hook
from the 50lb’ers mouth! Bradley caught a 17lb Common on a spinner rig with a 15mm fruit tella
mainline pop up. Matt Edington landed a 17lb Common and 31lb 14oz Mirror using bloodworm
boilies. The common was caught from catfish corner (6 + 7) on Friday night, Matt then moved to
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31lb 14oz Mirror - Main Lake - Matt Edington

peg 14 on Saturday and netted the Mirror!
DOVE LAKE Stephen Evenden caught an impressive 27lb Common.Thomas Buckley caught
a lovely scale perfect Common. Adam Scott did a 36 hour session and bagged himself 2 mid
20lb Commons and a lovely 28lb 8oz Mirror.
QUARRY LAKE Riley Skinner landed his first catfish, weighing in at 23lb! Archie Swann, aged
9, came for his first ever catfish session, and managed to land 6 cats up to 16lb 2oz. He had
cast, baited up, struck and reeled in all by himself! Ron Davis has continued to impress us with
several awesome sessions! Ron always has tons of catches on Quarry Lake, both carp and catfish.
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Coarse Fishery

SPECIMEN LAKE 1

LE TACKLE
CACKCACKLE
Tackle & Bait Shop
0 292292
0158TACKLE

2 rods - £15 per Adult
£13 over 65’s & Juniors
Extra rod £3

SPECIMEN LAKE 2 3.5 acres
2 rods - £15 per Adult

£13 over 65’s & Juniors

MATCH / PLEASURE LAKE 1.5 acres
2 rods - £12 per Adult
£10 for over 65’s & Juniors
Extra rod £3

24 hour ticket: £25.00

Night ticket: £20.00

Species present in our lakes

TACKLE
& BAIT
SHOP

• Common Carp up to 45lb • Mirror Carp 43lb+ • Ghost Carp 36lb+
• Grass Carp 32lb+ • Catfish 80lb+ • Tench 8lb+ • Bream 8lb+

ALL YOU NEED FOR A GREAT DAY’S FISHING

• Perch 6lb+ also F1’s, Rudd, Roach and Chub

Stocking fantastic brands e.g. Mainline Shelf Life and frozen
boilies, pop ups and dips. Also a variety of quality groundbaits,
particles and pellets, maggots & worms. Korda, 30+, Middy,
headlamps, catapults, rigs, alarms and much more...

Match Bookings Welcome

CACKLE HILL HOLIDAY LODGES
... perfectly placed for both fishing and golf
with a Nick Faldo designed golf course just over
the road. Biddenden boasts a Michelin starred
restaurant as well as a traditional tea shop and
a popular pub, while nearby Headcorn has a
good selection of shops and a station with
trains to London, Canterbury and the coast.

2 BEDROOM - SLEEPS 5

3 BEDROOM - SLEEPS 6
This beautifully designed, prestige holiday lodge
is situated overlooking our Specimen Lake
with stunning views.
3 bedrooms, kitchen/living area and 2 bathrooms

A spacious 2 bedroom holiday fishing lodge, ideal for
fishing groups or families, set within the grounds of
Cackle Hill Lakes Fishery. Available all year round
1 twin, 1 double + sofabed

F
CALL FOR DETAILS O
S
OUR SPECIAL OFFER

CACKLE HILL CAFÉ
Serving hot,
HOT AND COLD
FO
OD AND DRINKS
freshly cooked
AVAIL ABLE
food. Fridges with
cold drinks and snacks.
Why not try a Cackle Hill
Takeaway - check out the
menu on our website.
G
R TOURIN
O
F
S
IE
IT
FACIL
MPERS
S AND CA
CARAVAN

Headcorn Road | Biddenden | Kent TN27 8JW

01580 292292 | 01580 291954 | 07885 284500

www.cackle-hill-lakes.com
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Fishery Reports
Beaver Fishery

Lingfield, Surrey

Jamie McGonigle - Eden

KIARA

SNIPE LAKE has yet again been producing some nice fish this month. Well done to the following
anglers: Mark Gatfield had a 22-02 mirror,Thomas Friend banked an 18lb grassie and 2
commons at 18lb and 25-08, Tony Jones had a 28-06 mirror, James Beach had a 25-08 common,
Mick Barnes had a 22-14 mirror, Darren Cherrington banked the big grassie at 27-14 and a
27lb common, Oli Doyle landed a 17lb common and a 26-03 mirror, Daryl Cook banked a 28-06
common, Dougie Tworogal banked a grassie of 19-02 and a 21-02 common, Jay Longhurst
banked a common of 26-08, Nathan White had a 18-08 mirror and a 24lb common, Craig Clayton
landed a 22lb common, Chris Bowsher banked one of the new stockies at 19lb, Alex Letton
banked a 26lb common, a 25lb 11 common and a small surprise common at 11-06, Luke Gator
had a 16-04 common and a mirror of 20-08 while Richard Rollinson smashed it when he banked
commons at 20-08, 24-06, 26-04 and mirrors at 20-04 and 35-04. Well done to all!
TUSCANY LAKE has again been producing some good catfish catches. Mark Wheeler banked
5 cats to 47lb while his dad Michael Wheeler had a PB 32-04, Shanan Rayman had a PB 52-07
and a flurry of smaller cats while his mate Nick Murphy had a PB at 53lb, Julian McConnell had
cats at 27-04, 32-02, 49lb and 49-08, Gavin Bryant had a good 48 hours when he banked 15
cats to 36lb, Ashley Dearlove banked his 1st ever cat at 30-04 while his mate Alex Tetherington
landed 5 cats to 58lb on his 1st ever cat session, Rob Griffiths had a 26-04 then a 38-05 PB,
Keith Hardy had 12 cats to 44-14, Phil Batchley had 4 cats to 29-07, Aaron Relf had 6 cats to
40lb, Paul Dale banked 5 cats to 52lb and Chris Jones banked a 51-04, a 54 and a 67.
JEFFS LAKE has been the place to go for a bit of fun catching F1’s and a mixture of coarse fish.
The Jeff`s Lake open match results were 1st – Martin Charnock 41-12, 2nd – Barry Horsnell
32-04 and 3rd – Clive Mills with 24-02.
MOAT POND has been doing well for a mix of species. A typical example is Clive Whittington
banking 12 carp to 7lb and tench to 3lb and Scott Harvey landing 10 carp, 1 tench, 2 bream and
his first ever crucian.
DAUGHTERS LAKE has been a bit up and down of late due to the remaining algae playing havoc
with the oxygen levels. We saw fit to shut it for a few days and put extra aeration on it and at the
of writing, this the lake is open and producing fish. Here are some catches before we closed it:
Oli Lee Ryan had a new stockie mirror of 12lb, James Elliott also had a 12lb mirror, Gary Middle
banked his 1st ever grassie at 17lb, Peter Mew banked a new mirror and a 16lb common, Scott
Carter had 2 mirrors and a common, Ted Sarsah had a nice mirror of 12lb. On the 1st day of the
lake being re-opened Ben managed a lovely grassie of 18-12, little Kiara Slade had a good
session with her dad Mark when she banked a couple of nice stockies which won her Fish of the
Month.

Ted Sarsah - Daughters

EDEN POND has been the place to go for the tench again. It has also been producing various
other species. An example of this is when Jamie and Ryan McGonigle fished it and banked 7
tench to 3-08, 2 carp to 6lb, perch to 1-08 and roach and skimmers.
MAZE LAKE This month has seen the new F1’s settling nicely with plenty being caught as well
as bream to 6lb and commons and mirrors to 7lb.
MAJORS LAKE has had a good month with lots of decent fish out. Well done to the following:
Terry Edwards banked lots more fish this month including 2 ghosties to 8lb, a 14lb common and
bream to 5lb, Simon and Brian Stevens had 11 carp to 18-06 and 12 bream to 4lb between them,
Peter Lee banked 17 bream to just under 6lb and a tench while his mate John Gurnham had 7
bream again to just under 6lb and 1 crucian, John Edwards banked 8 carp, 5 bream and a tench,
Tracey Omeara has had a few out including carp, tench and bream, Stephan Brintat had 5 carp
to 15lb and bream to 3lb, Amwer Ismail banked a common of 17lb and 2 mirrors at 20lb and 24lb
and Daniel Holgado banked a 17-08 mirror and George Foley had a mirror of 18-08.
We apologise that we cannot report every catch on every lake especially if we are not informed
of the fish banked. Well done to all and please don't forget to send in or tell us about your catches!

Chris Jones - 67lb

Tom Friend - 25-08 Snipe

Darren Cherrington - 27-14 Snipe

Peter Mew - 16lb Daughters

Luke Gater - 20-08 Snipe
Alex Letton - 26lb Snipe

Alex Teatherton - 58-00

Sharnfold Farm
FISHERY
www.sharnfoldfarm.co.uk

a wide range of coarse fish....

Only £7 per day!

Have a carp-free day!
Amwer Ismail - Majors
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Ashley Dearlove - 30-04 1st Cat

• Tench to 6lb • Perch • Roach • Barbel • Chub
Hailsham Road | Stone Cross | Eastbourne
01323 768490

WYLANDS
INTERNATIONAL ANGLING CENTRE

BATTLE OEAST SUSSEX
IN THE HEART OF 1066 COUNTRY

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE
AT WYLANDS…

POWDERMILL LANE, BATTLE, EAST SUSSEX, TN33 0SU.

FISHING AND
ACCOMMODATION
PACKAGES AT
GREAT PRICES!
ODAY

TICKETS AVAILABLE – HALF DAY, 12 HOUR & 24 HOUR
TICKETS & SEASON TICKETS AVAILABLE
OMAISIES CATFISH LAKE – BOOKING ESSENTIAL
OCOARSE FISHING, CATFISH & CARP TO 36LB
OON-SITE TACKLE SHOP OCAFÉ OTOILETS & SHOWER
O9 FANTASTIC LAKES OTOURING & CAMPING PITCHES
OWEEK

SUMMER
SEASON
SALE
NOW ON!
MANY GREAT OFFERS AND DISCOUNTS
ON OUR TACKLE AND BAIT RANGE
BIGGIN HILL ANGLING CENTRE
218 Main Road, Biggin Hill TN16 3BD

01959 570265

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION: 01424 893394
VISIT: WWW.WYLANDS.CO.UK
FIND US ON FACEBOOK
@WYLANDS.ANGLINGCENTRE

Sues Tackle Cabin
Your ONE STOP destination for all your coarse, carp, predator, beach and boat tackle and bait
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3 WELL STOCKED
MIXED COARSE
FISHING LAKES
located in private
ancient woodland in
the heart of the Kent
countryside
We oﬀer day ckets, Summer evening ckets
& pre-booked night ﬁshing ckets

CLUB / MATCH BOOKINGS WELCOME
Our 2 main lakes are fully accessible to disabled anglers,
including the toilet & shower facilies
Tickets available on the bank from only £8 (Cash only)

07895 679569
Redbrook Street, High Halden, Near Ashford TN26 3JH

www.coombewoodﬁshery.com
email: alex@coombewoodﬁshery.com
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Big Medway Barbel for Martyn!

Austin Battell
from Tonbridge & District Angling
sent in this report:
“Here is a catch report from
Tonbridge & District Angling’s match
- some good weights from the
River Medway and topped off by
this superb 9lb barbel caught by
Match Secretary Martyn Hill
on flavoured Luncheon meat.”

FREE CAR PARKING – Unit 2, Bellbrook Industrial Estate, Bell Lane, Uckfield TN22 1QL – 01825 760139
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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SANDWICH LAKES Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
email: enquiries@sandwichlakes.co.uk

ich Lakes
come to Sandwic
elco
Wel
Tel:

07936 409912

Sandwich Lakes is a delightful day ticket fishery in East Kent situated
near to the Royal Cinque Port town of Sandwich.
Set in a beautiful countryside location, the venue caters for all anglers
from the specialist carp angler to beginners.

O
Ouurr unrivalle
unnrriiv
ivaallllle
ledd ffacilitie
faacciililit
iliittiie
iess include
in
inccllu
ludde
de::
A waterside cafe serving hot and cold food and drinks • Ladies and
gents toilets • Plenty of free parking • On site tackle shop
for bait and tackle • Rod hire
We can offer our visitors six coarse fishing lakes containing a variety of
fish from silver fish to specimen carp. Matches and fishing lessons can
be arranged by contacting our Fishery Manager Kevin Killeen.

Thhee lakes
laakkeess::

Victory Lake

VICTORY LAKE a specimen water of two acres with interesting island features and
lily pads in the margins. It is stocked with commons and mirrors to 35lbs along with
ghost carp, tench, roach, rudd and specimen perch. Night fishing by prior booking is
available.
KINGFISHER LAKE this pond is 0.6 acres in size and is heavily stocked with
commons and mirrors to 12lbs and is ideal for bagging up! All eight swims are
wheelchair friendly with excellent access direct from the car park. A bridge from
Match Lake 1
Match Lake 2
Kingfisher allows easy access to Victory Lake.
MAT
MA
ATCH LAKES - DAMSON AND VICTORIA one acre in size, each of these lakes are designed for the match angler
having shallow margins with reeds for summer fishing and a deep drop off for light feeder work and winter fishing. They
are stocked with a great variety of fish including carp to 16lbs and we believe these are the most uniquely designed match
lakes in Kent!
MEADOW LAKE one acre in size with eight marked pegs and traditional grass bank fishing, Meadow is stocked with
scaley mirrors and commons to 14 lbs. This lake also holds large perch and roach so you will be sure to catch!
BERRY LAKE is one acre in size and stocked with 3000 F1s, commons, mirrors, roach, rudd, perch and some large bream.
Float and pellet tactics work well on this lake. IN the summer months, surface sport with mixers produces huge bags of fish.
Meadow Lake

Daayy TTic
iick
ic
ckkeet Prices
Prriicceess::
1 rod - £8

2 rods - £9 Family Ticket (2 adults and 2 children) - £25 Under 16s - £6 Sundowner (3pm to 7pm) - £6
Rod hire (includes seat hire & landing net) - £5 Night fishing 24 hours (by prior arrangement) - £20

SITE BOOKINGS Our CL site is located in a quiet countryside setting overlooking our Damson and Victoria match
lakes. The grass pitches are level and spacious and we allow dogs. FACILITIES There are five electric hook ups
available, which are 16 amp rated. Toilets, water and waste disposal are close by at the Fisherman’s Lodge.
Fishing is available to Caravan Club members and this is charged at Day Ticket rates.

ichh Laakkkeeess
wic
anddw
at San
daayyyss at
Hoolliidda

Price
Pr
riicceess peerr nigh
niigghhtt Caravans and trailer tents - £15 Large motor homes - £18

Pitch fees include electric hook up, wi-fi and showers. Please visit our website for more details!

ww
ww
w.sandwichlakes.co.uk
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Camo’s Carp Cabin
Opening times: Mon CLOSED • Tue, Wed, Fri, Sat 9 - 5.30
Thu 9 - 8 LATE NIGHT SHOPPING • Sun 8 - 12

Brands stocked include:

11 Turner Street| Ramsgate | Kent | CT11 8NJ
Tel: 01843 581784 • Email: info@camoscarpcabin.net
Freshwater Informer - August 2019
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YOUR CATCH REPORTS
is proudly
sponsored
by

I am absolutely delighted to welcome Pallatrax as the new sponsors of our Catch
Reports Section. This section is where you display your catch to other Freshwater
Informer readers.
Each month, Pallatrax will choose from the published photos and pick their winner.
The winner will receive EIGHT packs from the innovative new GRIPZ hook range.
The lucky angler will have a packet of sizes 2,4,6,8,10, 12,14 and 16, so will be
equipped for all eventualities. This fantastic prize is worth over £40 RRP!

To be in with a chance to win this fantastic set of GRIPZ hooks, all you have to do is send us your catch photo via our
Facebook message page or email barnic@btinternet.com Entry is FREE and all coarse fish photos are welcome! From
a carp to a roach, send us your pictures! Please make sure you tell us where it was caught and it's weight.

Gripz Fishing Hooks
After extensive research, where the limitations of both barbed and barbless were scrutinised, there has been an obvious need for improvement
thus resulting in this radical design that crosses the boundaries between what we have had and what we now have.
Made from high grade Japanese wire, the key improvement has been the introduction of a series of minute horizontal grooves on the inside of
the specially designed arrow shaped hook point, where historically the barb would have been. These grooves allow the hook to hold securely in
the fish’s mouth when pressure is applied, as the flesh presses into the grooves resulting in a firm hook hold with no slippage.
What are you waing for? Grab your rods and head down to your favourite water and remember to take your phone or camera!

The winner of the
PALLATRAX GRIPZ Hooks
Set for JULY is...

WINNER

Roger Trask

well done!

BLAINE SALMON - 24LBS ELPHICKS

BRANDON WILSON - 36LBS ORCHARD PLACE FARM

CHARMAINE ROWSWELL - 13LBS WYLANDS

CHRIS MINNITT - 25LBS ELPHICKS

CHRIS SMITH - 33LBS MOUSEHOLE

COBY YOUNG - STALKING SESSION

COLIN HEATH - 3LBS ELPHICKS

DANIEL - 17LBS FRANT LAKES

DANNY COLBOURNE - 16LBS FALKENVIL FISHERY

DARREN LILLY - 25LBS LOVELACE FISHERY

DAVID GRAVELING - 30LBS HAWKHURST

DEAN CREASEY - CLUB WATER

DEAN EATON AT MOUSEHOLE
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www.pallatrax.co.uk

EDDIE CANNON AT MOUSEHOLE

FRANKIE FREDERICKS IN MEMORY OF DAD, FRED

GLEN JENKINS - 18LBS GREENACRES

GLEN WOOD - 47LBS ELPHICKS

HARRY ALFORD - 40LBS AT CHARLIES

IAN BREWER - 4LBS BROAD OAK CANTERBURY

JACK HOLDEN - 19LBS FROGMORE LAKES

JAKE WILLIAMS - 32LBS ELPHICKS

JAMES ATFIELD - 12LBS EBAS CLUB WATER

JAMES LOCK 25LBS EASTBOURNE VENUE

JOHN COOPER 30LBS MOUSEHOLE LAKE

JORDAN BRIDGEMAN - 28LBS CHEQUERTREE

KEITH HARRISON - LAKE 2 ORCHARD PLACE

KERRIE HIGGINS - 20LBS 8OZS FRANT LAKES

LEE BAVERSTOCK - 30LBS LOGGIES

LEE HODD - 31.5LBS NEW SPECI WYLANDS

LEWIS LEADBEATER - 18LBS ELPHICKS

LIBBY DAVISON AT BEAVER FISHERY

LUKE MORRIS AT ELPHICKS

LUKE THOMPSON - 38LBS ORCHARD PLACE FARM

NEIL H - BIRCHMERE PARK

NIGEL PAUL JONES - 30LBS MOUSEHOLE

www.pallatrax.co.uk
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YOUR CATCH REPORTS
You can find PALLATRAX at www.pallatrax.co.uk or call 01409 240042 | 01409 241135

PAUL McCOURT - EDENBROOK

PETE ELLIS - FROGMORE LAKES

PHOEBE CANNON AT MOUSEHOLE

ROGER JARROLD - 19LBS COMMON

RON DAVIS - 15LBS QUARRY LAKE

ROXY BRENNAN - 27LBS GABRIELS

SCOTT COOK - 37LBS ELPHICKS

SHAUN PATRICK - 33LBS MOUSEHOLE

STEVE MACK - 35LBS MOUSEHOLE LAKES

STEVE WINFIELD - 47LBS ELPHICKS

TIM ENDER - 24LBS GABRIELS

LUKE WRATTEN 40LBS ORCHARD PLACE FARM

CAN’T PICK UP THE FRESHWATER INFORMER NEAR YOU?
FOR JUST £15 A YEAR - WHY NOT HAVE IT DELIVERED DIRECT TO YOUR DOOR
ALL YOU PAY FOR IS THE POSTAGE & PACKING.
 ! ! !!YOUR !! !  ! !! !!   ! !! !! 
  !! !! !Call 01634 869317 to arrange your subscription or complete the form below and
post it to:- FRESHWATER INFORMER c/o 6, Meadow Way, Wouldham, Rochester ME1 3GR

 !!!!!!!!! 
 !!!!! 
!! ! !!   
Please note that payments can only be accepted by cheque (made payable to The Freshwater Informer) or by bank transfer.
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Junior Informer

valleysidetreecareltd
@gmail.com

020 7840 9212

07731 722690

www
w..countryysside-alliance.org/the-foundation/fishingforschools/

Warren White
Wa
Ditchling Road Plumpton BN7 3AE

01273 890 454

07837 758923

www.plumpton.ac.uk

www
w..coachingcoarsefishing.co.uk

Henfold
Bait & Tackle

T h a n k y ou t o ou r
Ju n io r I nffo rm e r Spo n s o rs

07956 043922

Hello and welcome to the August edition of the Junior Informer!

Y

ou don't need me to tell you that it is holiday time! I can almost see all your happy smiling faces beaming at the prospect of six weeks away from school! Hopefully
you will find time to go fishing in the many lakes, rivers and beaches in our area. Very often during a hot day, the fish can 'switch off' and you will sit there for ages
watching a rod tip or float that doesn't move! During the hot weather you can often have better results by fishing for a few hours first thing in the morning or the
few hours in the evening leading up to darkness. At these times the fish can be very active and feeding in the upper layers of the water. It is often worth float fishing very
shallow, approx 30 cms, with maggots and keep feeding maggots over the top of your hook bait by hand or with a catapult. Some fine rudd can be caught this way, but,
don't be surprised if a carp hits your bait and takes off down the other end of the lake. It is worth trying your luck by surface fishing with bread or dog biscuits (mixers).
If you are unsure how to do this, ask at your local tackle shop or take a look at some of the many videos on the internet. Sometimes just sitting and watching another
angler use this method will give you all the right information that you need. If you are unsure, never be afraid to ask questions! I am still asking questions now at my age!
Have a great summer holiday, Barry
The support of our sponsors listed above makes the Junior Informer possible. If you would like to become a Junior Informer sponsor please do get in touch!
Having your logo displayed at the top of the page for a year shows everyone that your business supports and encourages junior anglers!
Please email, call or send a message to the Facebook page. Contact details are at the bottom of the inside front cover. Thank you.

ZAC AND FIN JOIN OUR ANGLING FAMILY!

FREDDIE TRIES OUT HIS PALLATRAX PRIZE!

Hello freshwater informer!
First of all can I just say what a great magazine you provide and it’s
free! Amazing pics/info/ads....cannot praise it enough. My sons and I
are new to ﬁshing. Apart from a few wet and windy sessions as babies
with their step dad, my 2 boys have got to 11 and 12 years and
suddenly are addicted to ﬁshing! On one of those long fruitless days
at Monk lakes with their step dad back around April this year with all 3
of them watching the one ﬂoat, they caught a roach  a small silver
roach... and that was it !
So we only started literally 3 months ago with a trip or 2 to the junior
lakes at Hawkhurst, a great place to get the kids interested as the staﬀ
are paent, helpful and friendly ! Now the boys have really taken oﬀ
and are ﬁshing with reels, making up their own rigs and special recipe
making bait combinaons (coconut boilies and pineapple
goo....shush....thats the secret formula)!
I really wanted to send some pics to you in the hope of seeing their
faces if they got into your magazine. What a great way to spend the
upcoming summer holidays, out ﬁshing in the beauful Kent
countryside. We have been welcomed at every ﬁshery we have
visited. July has been spent at Claygate ﬁsheries where Zac (age 12)
deﬁnitely caught his PB carp!
Their step dad is pleased as they are showing him how to ﬁsh. He’s
never caught so many! Thank you for a great magazine which all our
family look forward to reading.

Freddie Pritche was one of our happy Pallatrax winners recently
and he wanted to try out his prize. Mum Laura sent in this report:
“Hi Barry just wanted to share Freddie's ﬁshing report.
We spent the day at LSP lake in Grove, Using the bait and hooks he
won last month from Pallatrax, Freddie caught 3 lovely carp, but, his
favourite has to be his ﬁrst ghost koi carp. He was watching all day
feeding on the surface so he had his ﬁrst go at surface ﬁshing using
bread and was rewarded for his persistence.
A very happy boy!” Laura

With love, Clair Pruon & Stephen Forecast (mum & step dad)
also Zac age 12 and Fin age 11.

Fin age 11 - Monk Lakes

Zac age 12 - PB at Claygate
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FISHING FOR SCHOOLS

August Update

Over the summer holidays, the Fishing for Schools Kent team take a break from teaching
school pupils, to coach adults with mental health issues and other disabilies.
Here instructor Warren White ﬁlls us in on their work with a group of men from the Trevor
Gibbons Hospital Unit (TGU) in Maidstone.
“Our ﬁnal session of three with the TGU took place on 8 July at Hadlow. This group is always
very keen to get outdoors ﬁshing. It seems that just being outside can be great therapy if
you are feeling low. The ﬁshing was good, with quality ﬁsh caught on the pole, feeder and
ﬂystyle on top. We have seen a marked improvement in the students’ ﬁshing as the course
has gone on, which in turn breeds conﬁdence and selfesteem.
At the end of the ﬁnal session we presented the students with their Cast Award cerﬁcates,
which were proudly accepted. It was fabulous that one of our students had achieved a Level
Three Cast Award, which is the highest
cerﬁcate that we have ever given out.
The lad in queson loves his ﬁshing
and, as he tells us himself, ﬁshing has
helped him to get back on the road to recovery, and he will soon be leaving hospital.
He hopes that when he leaves the TGU he will in some way give back to ﬁshing by helping out at
some ﬁshing coaching events.
Earlier this summer we undertook some training at the TGU to help us in our interacons with
paents from the unit and our other adult clients and this student turned up to tell us about his
life history of mental health. It was really moving. He is a diﬀerent man from the man we ﬁrst met
a few years ago at our ﬁrst session with the group. Fishing seems a great therapy for people
suﬀering with mental health problems.”

       
from instructor Rob Goble
As I write this arcle at the beginning of July, I’m sure like me you’re wondering
what happened to “ﬂaming June”, it was more like “monsoon June”!
Yes, the rain was welcome at a lot of ﬁsheries, to freshen and top them up, but
despite this deluge the temperature has been high here in the South, with a local
trout water recording 20°+!
At my local ﬁshery, Bewl Water, bank ﬁshing has been diﬃcult of late. The trout
seem to have disappeared to the depths or far out in the cooler water, trying to
survive the heat that is upon us.
Boat ﬁshing is on the cards now, using intermediate or full sunk ﬂy lines to get to
the depths where you will ﬁnd the ﬁsh. I recommend using boobies, blobs, minkie
or even snake lures. In condions like this, I have caught ﬁsh as far down as 30
feet!.
If you plan to ﬁsh from the bank you will need to go very early in the morning (ﬁrst
light) and try to ﬁnd a bank with a good drop oﬀ or a steep shelf. You may be lucky.
Failing this, a late evening session can also prove successful.
Another favourite water of mine is Springhill Trout Waters at Pembury near
Tunbridge Wells. Some ﬁsheries will close in early August and re-open at the end
of the month or early September, but it all depends on the weather and water
temperature.
I have pictured some lile criers for you to look at, that can work very well early
or late in the day.
Beetles: There are a plethora of aquac and terrestrial beetles but not all are on
the menu for trout. If going on holiday and some ﬁshing is involved, the beetle can
come into its own. When ﬁshing hill lochs in Scotland or Wales, try imitang
terrestrial beetles like the Coch-y-Bonddu, the Welsh chafer and the summer
chafer, with a brown shell-like body, forewings and black head and thoraces. On a
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windy day these beetles can be blown onto the lochs in large numbers and cause
a sr amongst the trout, but they are also worth a cast at home on your ﬁshery.
Corixa: This species of “lesser water boatman” is abundant in most Brish sll
waters and is conﬁned to about a couple of metres deep because it needs to
surface to take in air. My picture shows its appearance. The Corixa uses its paddle
like legs for swimming and its underside has a silvery sheen. When ﬁshing the
Corixa, which ideally should be weighted, use a leader of 9-10 feet, 6-7Ibs.
Cast out amongst plant debris or weed beds, let it sink to the boom of the lake
or pond, and retrieve the ﬂy (or rather beetle) with a sink and draw acon,
behaving like the real thing which tends to bob up and down. The take usually
comes as the ﬂy is sinking.
These two beetle paerns are a useful extra addion to your ﬂy box, but of course
you can also try all the usual suspects, damsels, sedges, not forgeng the sck ﬂy
etc… we ﬁshermen are born opportunists!
Also don’t overlook carp this month. We can always have a go for these if the trout
won’t play ball. Apart from using the usual dog biscuits and arﬁcial baits, try using
natural imitaons. Look at what is on the water insect wise and copy that. They
will eat most of what a trout eats but the biscuit is most probably the easiest way
to catch these greedy creatures.
Hopefully August will be a lile more forgiving with the heat, but as I menoned,
if you try your luck early or late in the day or you can ﬁsh from a boat, you may be
successful.
The two ﬂies I have menoned can be obtained from good ﬂy-ﬁshing stores or
online. As always, I recommend the Friendly Fisherman, Camden Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent or Bewl Water ﬁshing lodge.
Don’t forget your hat, glasses and sunscreen.
Have fun and be safe, Bob G.

JUNIOR INFORMER PHOTO ALBUM
is proudly
sponsored by

Pallatrax have kindly offered to support our region's Junior anglers by offering two fantastic Day Session Carp
Packs to two lucky entrants picked from the Junior Catch Photos sent to the Freshwater Informer each month!

Each 'Ready, Steady, Fish' pack contains:
400g of shelf life Squabs • 3 x medium swivel Stonze weights
of 2 – 2.5 ozs • 3 x Gripz hair rigs (for 14mm baits use size 8
Gripz, 18mm baits use size 6 Gripz) • 500g of Carp Crush
groundbait/method mix • Anti-tangle foam • Boilie stops
• Packet of Gammarus shrimp • Packet of 15 x 10mm pop ups

The fantastic pack is worth over £20! All you have to do
to be in with a chance of winning one of the
'Ready, Steady, Fish' packs is to send your
Catch Photo to the Freshwater Informer by
email or by message on the Facebook page!

THIS MONTH’S

WINNERS

well
done!
Jenson Adams first catfish at Hawkhurst

Michael Carr
First fish at Sandwich

AIDEN BARTLETT AT PETERS FISHERY

ARCHIE CAMERON AT HORTON KIRBY OPEN DAY

BLAKE GEORGIADES FIRST FISH!

CALLUM SKATES 14LBS AT FRAMFIELD PARK

CHARLIE & JAKE AT SHIRKOAK

ELLIS GREEN & DAD ROB 7LBS 12OZS NEW LAGOON TONBRIDGE

FREDDIE SCOTT - MOOREY 18LBS SAMS LAKES HEADCORN

GEORGE YOUNG & DAD DAVID

HARLEY BARRETT AT BEACHBOROUGH

JACK HOWE PRIVATE WATER

JACK WOOD 24LBS PRIVATE WATER

JAKE DIDDS AT HORSHAM LAKES

JOSHUA STRUDWICK 17LBS FURNACE BROOK

KACIE COLVILL

KINGSLEY MOSSIE AT COTTINGTON

www.pallatrax.co.uk
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www.pallatrax.co.uk
LASZLO VIG AND SON VEJKE AT PASSIES

MORGAN GRAY MEDWAY LAKE

NOAH DIDDS AT HORSHAM LAKES

RILEY COVILL FIRST TIME FISHING AT DARENTH

RUBY GOODAYLE AT CLAYGATE LAKES

LYLA ROWSWELL 10LBS WYLANDS

SKYE STANLEY AT HORSHAM LAKES

TIA AT BLUE BELL LAKE

VINNIE GOODAYLE AT CLAYGATE LAKES

RILEY MCCLEAN & DAD DANIEL AT EDENBROOK FISHERY

OLLY WITH A FINE TENCH!

SCOTTIE & RUBY ROBERTS

JACK & TEDDY O'LEARY AT ORCHARD PLACE FARM

JUNIOR INFORMER PHOTO ALBUM
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River Informer
RIVER INFORMER IS PROUDLY SPONSORED BY NICKS FISHING TACKLE

NICKS FISHING TACKLE 10 KNIGHTRIDER STREET, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6LP
Tel: 01622 673899

www.nicksfishingtackle.co.uk

Welcome to the River Informer!

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK

With the season well underway, anglers who venture out on to our region's waterways are enjoying some great sport. Featured below are some of the catch reports sent
in by readers. Many of the clubs advertising in the magazine have access to some of the best river fishing in the South East and can be joined for very little outlay.
Remembering that a day ticket may cost you £10, a club membership is exceptionally good value!

YOUR CATCH REPORTS
COLIN'S SWIM
Colin Etherington has sent in some
reports during the past couple of weeks
from sessions he has enjoyed around
the region. Colin has certainly been
having some early season success!
“I had a session on the Sussex Ouse and
had this absolutely mint bream again.
The barbel have just finished spawning
and it hopefully won't be long before I
hook into one .... I am going to try again
tomorrow morning at dawn!

Dean Creasey sent in this
report from a great session
on the River Stour:

While this is not a huge fish, it is a
very welcome barbel and my first of
the season! Once hooked and with
the rod bent double, I was sure I was
into a 10lbs+ specimen, but, these
smaller fish can sometimes be very
lively! 5lb 10oz and caught from the
Sussex Ouse on the Haywards Heath
and District Angling Society ticket.
I took a trip up to the famous Kings
Weir Fishery on the River Lea and
targeted the big bream. I wasn't
disappointed with catching a new PB
weighing 9lb 2oz and just as the light
was fading, I managed another one
estimated 78lb. It was an incredibly
hot day and I’m well pleased with the
result. Both fish fell to double 8mm
Dubby pellets fished with a feeder
full of hemp & maggot.

NICE STOUR PERCH FOR DEAN!

"Hi Barry. I had this great
perch today from the
River Stour. It was taken
on worm and I must have had
20 including chub and dace.
I also lost a nice ghostie
due to weed and using a
small hook!"

Matt Millen - first ever river carp!

Matthew Hildrew - Sussex Ouse

Matthew Colegate - 9lbs 10zs - River Medway

I took Amelia and Stanny for an hour on
the whip and they had terrific fun and
caught a mixed bag of roach, rudd &
perch. The kids are the future of angling
and it’s so much more fun than being in
front of the TV on such a glorious day!!”

FISHING TACKLE
& BAIT

Ralph’s Farm Shop & Nursery, Wierton Road
Boughton Monchelsea ME17 4JW

07724 776031
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THE GOLDEN YEARS OF COARSE FISHING 1952 – 1982 by Bob Rolph
The Brooklands connection 1964-1966 (Part Two)

J

ack Hilton, Bill Quinlan
and Roger Smith had
driven through the night
to fish the lake, and would
be due to start work on
Jack's landscape garden
business at 9 am the next
morning. Jack's landscape
gardening business was aptly
called 'Redmire Landscapes',
named thus before he had
even been to the famous
carp lake, but catching carp
Hilton  35lb  Redmire 1967
was the main priority for
them on these early summer mornings in 1964, 1965 and 1966! I was there
too, but I couldn’t catch them at a lake Jack called “Goodwood” in his
subsequent book. Jack and his 2 friends were relatively new to carp fishing,
having first had a ticket at “Spicers” down near Sundridge, when in July 1964
I first encountered this legendary trio when I was a rookie member there as
well,fishing for carp with Jim Bates and Dave Rudd. I just managed one 13 lb
fish from this hard water, but often watched in awe as these 3 master anglers
took fish from right under my nose! Jack and Bill although new to carp fishing
,were seasoned anglers in 1964 , having fished since the mid fifties with Frank
Guttfield and Bob Buteux at Southill Park for tench, and on the Great Ouse
for chub and roach and for pike in pits in Essex.

being invited to join Jack, Roger Smith and a very young Mike Mintram on
the Sept 67 expedition to Redmire Pool, where Jack caught a fish so large
that it propelled him into instant carp fishing legendary status.
Jack was 38 years old at this time and the other three barely in their 20s,
when this expedition set off for Redmire Pool. Bill Quinlan, for one rare week
was unable to attend so Grahame told me at the time. He asked to be
excused from a Kent Specimen Trip to Barn Elms Reservoir for the specimen
roach,as he had a prior engagement! This however did not stop young
Grahame from catching several 2 lb plus roach some weeks later, including a
fine specimen of 2 lbs 12 ozs.!
During the Easter Holidays of 1965, Grahame and I had ventured down to
Redmire to find out if the reports of all the big carp dying in the big freeze of
1963 were true. What we discovered that memorable day has been recorded
in the carp fishing history books by the likes of Chris Ball and Kevin Clifford
many times, and it was fitting that Grahame crowned his short carp fishing
career by being present at Redmire when Jack caught the 6th largest carp
ever recorded at the time, a fine mirror of 35 lbs on Sept 28th 1967 in the
pouring rain.

Jack, Bill & Roger at Spicers 1963

Grahame & Dave with brace of Brooklands mirrors

Jack was by far the most successful of the trio, catching 23 double figure fish,
mainly mirrors in the 12 16 lb region. Bill did have a 24 lb 12 oz fish in Sept
1966 in late August 1966 when Grahame was present ,and he was
photographed with the fish for Jacks book, “ Quest for Carp”. I was witness
to only one of Jacks carp, a mirror of 16 lbs. and Grahame and other members
of the Kent Group caught dozens of good fish. I can remember talking to
them down there with some trepidation as a 19 year old boy, as Jack was
twice my age and 10 times more successful!
Grahame idolised these 3 anglers and the feeling was obviously mutual, as
he was taken under their wing, so to speak, and fished with them as often as
he could, catching many lovely Leney mirror carp almost as regularly as his
mentors. Grahame and I went up to the ‘Electricity Cut” at Peterborough that
winter of 1965, where Grahame had a beautiful common of 20 lbs one snowy
night, that consolidated his position in the eyes of Jack. This resulted in him

Grahame with 12lbs Brooklands mirror
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Grahame had one other 20 lb carp,a mirror, off the top, from the Lilly clad
lagoon in the middle of Brooklands, before finally hanging up his rods in 1975
when he went to Australia. Jack also gave up fishing about this time to
become a Jehovahs Witness , but sadly died in 1997 of leukaemia after a
very short angling career of barely 20 years, which had started in the late 50s
fishing with Bill Quinlan and Frank Guttfield at Southill Park Lake in
Bedfordshire.
Most of these legendary names are now sadly no longer with us, but I am
pleased to report that I met up with Grahame after a gap of 50 years in the
spring of 2017, and both he and Roger Smith are still fighting fit! Roger is still
catching huge carp from lakes at Snodland, last I heard from him, and
Grahame is still sending people to Australia in his capacity as an immigration
agent and advisor. I last met up with Grahame in the Spring of 2017, but,
sadly Grahame doesn’t fish any more. He was, however, interested to recall
to me the great days he had fishing with 3 of this country's greatest ever
anglers, including Jack Hilton, men who I too was privileged to have met on
a couple of occasions, even though I could never emulate their great catches.
Very sadly now, all three of these
legendary carp anglers are no longer
with us and I have recently learnt that
Roger Smith had a stroke on May 3 rd
at Medway Valley Fisheries near
Snodland, and died on May 23rd he
was 77. The lake he was fishing is also
called Brooklands Lake, although I do
not know much about it as I’m not part
of the big carp scene these days. My
contact with the trio was at
Brooklands Lake, Dartford, and
Spicers near Sevenoaks in the mid
1960s. Roger fished a lot at Redmire,
but is best known for his huge catches
of great carp at the famous carp lakes
west of London. He really was a
Grahame Igglesden
legend of the sport.
with a Brooklands carp mid1960s

A Countryman’s
View
Jim is the Head Bailiff for
the Sussex Ouse Angling
Society and Field Officer
for the Ouse and Adur
River Trust.
“At long last we have had some
measurable amounts of rain just in time for the River
Season opening. Some parts of the country saw rivers in full flood as a result of
the incessant rain and heavy thunderstorms, however, I wonder how the fish fry
fare in these conditions? No doubt many are lost as the sluices are automatic
and open with the great rush of water to prevent flooding of properties. The
rain was much needed for the crops, but, the storms and rainfall are so much
more violent in these recent years, is this a result of Global Warming? On some
of our local rivers and streams, the Ouse and Adur Trust have installed cut outs
along the banks, akin to a cattle
drink. These provide a refuge for fry
and other life in events such as we
have experienced. It does seem to
work as I have seen a lot of fry in
these areas of late. The local
kingfisher population also know
this and attend to pick up a meal!
Despite the drought warnings and demand for water, building continues apace in
our region with little thought to where future water supplies will come from. I
guess we just do not know what the future conditions will produce, but, they are
sure to put even more pressure on this limited resource.
As anglers we all gain so much pleasure from our fishing on rivers. Whether we
catch or not, it is always a pleasure to sit and observe all the wildlife that is
attracted to these natural systems. Anglers are very much the 'eyes and ears' and
guardians of the rivers so we must always act responsibly to ensure that all is well!
With the season well and truly underway, anglers are back on the banks and are
rivers and banksides are looking splendid, although the occasional shower would
not go amiss to freshen everything up once in a while! On a glorious morning on
Opening Day, I had a walk along the banks in the warm sunshine and noticed many
bright green damsel
Hobby
flies and some much
larger dragonflies on
the wing. There was
much birdsong and a
lot of fish swimming
around the weed beds.
Later that evening, I
watched a barn owl
hunting over some
rough grassland. A pair
of hobby (Kestrel like
birds) had obviously
found the dragonflies
and lots or remains could be seen on the cattle tracks besides the river. There were
quite a good number of butterflies flutering around and hopefully their numbers
will increase as the summer progresses. I saw a couple of broods of young mallards
on the river, I hope they survive the predators in the neighbourhood, particularly
the crows which are nearby.
The balsam has grown fast and is nearly
five feet high in places. Although it is an
invasive specie, it does flower well and is
an attraction for the bumble bees. A
nearby bumble bee nest appears to have
been dug at by a badger so I put some
wire netting over it and pegged it down.
The kingfishers are very active and have
no doubt nested as they are continually
backwards and forwards feeding their
young. Across a riverside field, a pair of
Colourful Balsam

Painted Lady

lapwing are busy. These were once a common sight, but, their numbers now are
much reduced. The blackberry bushes near some woodland are in full bloom and
their flowers attract the White Admiral butterfly and as it was a sunny day a
number could be seen feeding on the flowers. In previous years at this time of year,
I have seen Purple Emperors that feed on carrion and animal dung, but as yet none
have been spotted. The bramble bushes really are a haven for wildlife! However,
I believe that for some reason, butterfly numbers have taken a hit in recent years
as they are not seen in such variety and abundance. The Painted Lady, usually very
common, has yet to make an appearance. Bramble bushes, although a curse when
you get caught on them while fishing, do provide a unique but fragile environment
for wildlife. They also provide a plentiful supply of grand pie fillings for that Sunday
lunch dessert! It is not just us who enjoy a plump ripe blackberry as I have
witnessed on many an occasion a chub feeding on the fruits from an overhanging
bush!
Hemlock
Recently, we had an unwelcome visitor
to the Ouse! A seal was observed in the
river as far back as Barcombe Mill.
I spent some time talking with the RSPCA
and enquired as to the possibility of
tranquilizing the animal and take it back
to the coast. Their response was that
they would only intervene if the seal was
injured.
The Hemlock is in full bloom along the rivers and streams and although pretty it is
deadly poisonous! This was the plant that killed Socrates!
Our water systems have benefited from recent rainfall, but, the torrential
thunderstorms we experienced makes me question if our sewage system can cope.
The potential risk of failure to our rivers is unthinkable. If you see pollution of any
kind, please report immediately to the EA whose number is printed on the Rod
Licence. None of us want to witness the destruction of our rivers and the fish life
that depend on healthy water. One thing worth looking out for is a grey sewage
fungus growing on the river bed, particularly near outfalls.
A more recent wander along the banks saw a large number of dace rising to the
surface. Thankfully the cormorants didn't get these fish! The walk also saw a large
brood of ducklings getting to grips with the art of paddling and on two occasions I
saw a couple of grass snakes swimming across the river. I often wonder if a pike
would attack these, although it is something I have never witnessed. By some lily
pads are a large number of bream and carp and a nearby angler had already caught
a few fish these being mostly small perch on a worm bait. As kids we could always
rely on the small perch to oblige us on a day's fishing! On this dull morning, the
birdlife is quieter than normal, but, was highlighted by the sight of a pair of
Hobbies. However, these dull days do keep the picnickers and litter away!
Some years ago, a local MP called the Rivers Department to say that a local
constituent had kept a crocodile in his bath at his
home and that now it had outgrown the bath. He
did not give the person's name but said that he
had released the beast in to the Ouse at
Barcombe Mills! An electro fishing session was
laid on and several people asked what we were
doing. The reply given was that we were
hunting crocodiles! Nothing was ever found but
it caused some laughter! Perhaps we should have consulted a real crocodile hunter,
unless it was a 'wind up', but, nothing was left to chance. We have had a number
of terrapins saved that appeared to have been thrown off the bridges! You can
never be sure what might turn up in a river or lake!

Cheerio for now, Jim Smith
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Medway Man
Bob Morris
“I am starting to think that these days some of my most memorable experiences, that occur while I am fishing, often
have nothing to do with the fish themselves or even the pursuit of them, but instead relate to my surroundings and
the wildlife that I encounter. That does not mean that I am losing interest in angling in any way or will fish less
effectively while I am on the bankside, but I now find myself choosing places to go where I really enjoy the location
and not just because the venue has a few resident big fish or whatever.
A couple of recent happenings
have brought this aspect of
our wonderful pastime home to
me. Firstly, the sighting of a
fallow deer drinking in the
margins of the river not ten
yerds from where I sat, which
then proceeded to wade into
the water and swim to the far
bank, where it soon disapeared
into the thick undergrowth.
Wonderful to see at close
range, as these creatures are
normally extremely shy and
will avoid contact with humans
in this area. It is certainly the
case that animals learn to
accept the prescence of anglers
sitting quietly beside the
water.

Surroundings can be stunning

The second incident involved a
young fox which approached
me in the middle of the night
during a tench fishing session.
It was obviously looking for
food and after getting as close
as it dared to me, it started
what I suspect was a carefully
orchestrated routine of begging
It's often what you see...
actions, which included head
nodding, bobbing up and down, and finally making small crooning
noises not disimilar to a dog. This produced the required response from
me and it was soon tucking into a handful of boilies and I have to say,
in a very gentle and polite manner. I did not quite manage to get him
to take them from my hand on this occasion, but in the past I have
come across foxes that will do this and again it has to be said very
gently. I even found one once
that allowed me to stroke him
and tickle under his chin! I
presumed that this might have
been one that had been rescued
and then released?
These incidents, that freqently
revolve around food availability,
highlight the learning process
that often leads wild animals to
accept human prescence and
builds up an association with the
possibility of an easy meal. This
conditioning is the same one that
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Fallow Deer

we use to attract fish to a certain area, or new food item, by
pre-baiting or attracting them in while we are fishing. It certainly
works well and I was reminded of just how well when I played a trick
on the fish in my aquarium recently. For years I had always fed them
by dropping food into the left hand end of the tank, in fact they would
appear at that end even before I
put any in. For some reason I
decided, on a whim, to put the
food items in at the opposite end
for once. To my total amazement,
as the pieces dropped down in
full view of the fish, carp and
goldfish, they turned and made a
beeline for the other end - taking
about thirty seconds or more to
Two bee or not to be
realise their mistake! That is an
incredible confirmation of
conditioning, and shows the strength of a learnt response. Using this
to our advantage is something that we frequently do as anglers and
it's importance should not be overlooked or underestimated.
Getting quantities of groundbait and freebies right is a whole 'can of
worms', you might say and although I would like to tell you that I
have cracked this potential problem, I am afraid that I have to say
that I frequently worry about how much to put in etc. What I would
say is that I have come to the conclusion that it is better to be
cautious and not overdo it on the freebie side while you are actually
fishing, particularly if you are doing a relatively short session, unless ,
of course, you are sure that a lot of hungry fish are present. I have
recently been fishing a water where it is possible to see the bait on the
bottom in about five feet of water and it is really soul detroying to
find that it is still all, or mostly still there after a night's fishing on top
of it. To give a couple of examples of the difficulty of judging the
amount of bait to put in during a session, the trip where I had the fox
encounter was a twenty four hour stint on a six/seven acre lake when

How much bait?

action. To cut a long story short as they say, they didn't move in for
the whole session? I did however, end up with a fairly good catch of
six tench, a carp and an eel - all of which came on the third rod - cast
at least 80 yards from the baited patch! This was in stark contrast to
my previous week's session of similar duration where five fish were
taken and one dropped, on top of the patch and nothing save a few
twitches and liners on the roaming rod. It may of course, be that the
fish had eaten all of the groundbait and free offerings, but I suspect
that it was all or mostly still there. Possibly the following night it
would have paid off, who knows? It was however, two successful
sessions but how much difference did the groundbait make? Did it help
or hinder my efforts? This is one of the great mysteries of fishing and
one of the
aspects that
keeps us all
guessing, and
I suspect, also
keeps us
Interested.

Not all about the fish...

after tench, bream and carp. Starting at 8pm in a swim that had
previously proved productive, I decided to fire out forty balls of
groundbait at forty or fifty yards and fish two rods with feeders on top
of this patch, and a third rod to cast around here and there should it
seem necessary. The odd fish or two were rolling in the area and I felt
confident that they would soon move in and I would start to get

Talking of
amazing
sightings, my
daughter has
this morning
sent me a
I remember the place but not the weight
picture that
she saw online somewhere, which obviously I can’t reproduce for
copyright reasons. It shows a pike that had somehow jumped,
presumably chasing prey, into a waterside bush/tree, where it had died
and dried out. A bird has then made a nest between it's jaws. Now
there's something that you don't see every day!”

Best Fishes & Sightings
Bob Morris
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Trout Informer
Chalk Springs Arundel, West Sussex
July was another busy month and although we had some blisteringly hot weather, the fishing
remained consistently good throughout. The cool spring-fed water helps keep the fish active
and feeding. Plenty of good fish were caught – see the pictures. The catch rate was averaging
over 90% most days and a good average size of fish too – well over 2lb.
The usual flies continue to work well – damsels, hare’s ears, daddy longlegs and bloodworms
among the most popular. Still quite a few fish coming out on dries too.
In the hot weather, mornings tend to be the best time of day to catch fish, especially if the fishery
is quite busy. The bright sun combined with lots of fly-lines flashing across the water will push
the fish deeper and make them wary, certainly by the afternoon. Having said that, on a
particularly hot, sunny day recently, again a busy day too, some people were struggling to catch
in the bright weather when along comes Andy Cooper at 5 o`clock and catches 8 fish in an
hour and a half! It can be done if you fish carefully, don`t thrash the water and be a bit selective
with your casting.
As always, pre-booking is advised and keep up to date with the latest news on the website
www.chalksprings.com
Tight Lines, Darren

Graham Monet

A Wadey

Kev Hunt

Ben Vary

Kev Hunt

01892 826041 / 07951 304515
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Tenterden Trout Waters Tenterden, Kent
We have had a good first half of the season and we look forward to the second half when
we re-open on the 24 August at 8.20am which is the late Bank Holiday Weekend. The
Lakes will be stocked with fighting fish. It remains to be seen if Boris our 9lb+ Brownie in
Lake 3 will be caught this year – he remains an exciting challenge for our Anglers.
We will be busy with Lake management whilst we are closed for Summer from the 21 July
at 9pm.
Please check the Home Page on our website and click on the current month under Latest
News for an up-to-date fishing report. We also have an Instagram Gallery – so please
follow us. www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk
If you are looking to learn the skill of Fly Fishing this year please see the Tuition Page on
our website and book a lesson with Richard Stokes.
Mr Beard

We also offer Gift Vouchers for that special present please call Gaynor on 01580 763201
or email gaynor@coombe-farm.com to make your purchase.
We are pleased to announce that the
Farm/Fishery is now available as a TENTERDEN TROUT WATERS
Coombe Farm, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6XA
wedding venue whilst the Fishery is
We aim to provide an excellent day’s sport
closed in the Summer and we are taking
in beautiful Wealden Countryside.
SUMMER CLOSING: FROM SUNSET
bookings for 2020/2021. Further info is
21ST JULY RE-OPEN 24TH AUGUST
available on our website.
Day Permit £35 = 4 best fish
We would like to wish all our Anglers a
happy Summer and we look forward to
welcoming you back on the 24 August
at 8.20 am.

Tight Lines
Gaynor, Richard & Audrey

Half Day Permit £24 = 2 best fish
Catch & Release & Junior Permits available.
Regular stocking of top quality
Rainbows, Browns & Blues to 12lbs
TACKLE AVAILABLE TO HIRE
TUITION BY APPOINTMENT

A TROUTMASTERS WATER

RANKED IN THE TOP 50 OF THE TOP 100 STILLWATER
FISHERIES IN THE BRITISH ISLES 2018

Contact (01580) 763201

www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk

Mr Tutt

Derek Topley with two Tenterden rainbows
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Lure

Fisherman’
‘The Friendly
Andy Lush -

is hing
F

Summertime and the living is easy!
Last month I wrote about my fly fishing adventures in Spain chasing Iberian Barbel. Well this month I’ve been targeting carp, on the fly.
At this time of year, I usually fish for trout until the increase in water temperatures forces me to stop. Over the last three years I’ve found myself
fly fishing for carp more and more as I’m enjoying it so much. I’m learning new tricks all the time and I’m enjoying the challenge of fishing different
waters each week which keeps me on my toes.

Not all waters offer such easy casting opportunities

Where, when and how?

Floaters and flies

Fortunately in the South East, we are blessed with a plethora of day ticket venues, you only
have to flick through the pages of ‘The Freshwater Informer’ to find several waters close to
where you live.
What I like about carp fly fishing is it's simplicity and the visual aspect of watching fish,
their behaviour and reactions to my presence and my flies. My tackle is basic: a 9ft #8 rod
[any #7 Trout rod will suffice], a floating fly line, Co-Polymer leader material, not Fluorocarbon
and a selection of Deer Hair “dog biscuit” imitations plus a few Black Foam bodied trout
flies. A large landing net and an unhooking mat will be required, Trout anglers might not be
familiar with these, and they are readily available from any tackle shop and won’t cost a
fortune!

comes to my choice of flies. Feeding this mixture conditions the carp into accepting anything
that floats on the surface. If you only feed Chum mixers, dog biscuits, the fish very quickly
learn to avoid the “wrong’un”. By watching how the fish react to my loose feed tells me what
to do next. I always start feeding small amounts of first and then adjust the frequency and
quantity depending on the number of fish I have in front of me and how quickly they’re
clearing the feed up. My best advice is always feed small amounts, “keep them keen”, you
can always step up the frequency, it’s a mistake to feed too much as this will drift away,
taking the fish with it!

Minimal tackle required

Most Sundays see me arriving at the water around 5 o’clock, this leaves me plenty of time to
get carp feeding on my “loose feed”, a mixture of dog biscuits, cat biscuits and riser pellets.
The combination of different shapes, sizes and colours gives me plenty of scope when it

You can control fish if your tackle is balanced

For expert service and advice visit Andy’s shop The Friendly Fisherman in Tunbridge Wells [TN1 2PS] for a huge variety of freshwater, fly & lure tackle.

w w w. t h e f r i e n d l y f i s h e r m a n . c o . u k
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Angling Societies

14 miles of River and 7 Lakes containing:

One of several deceived into taking Andy's fly

More often than not I feed around my fly, drawing the fish to where I can easily cast,
remember these waters aren’t manicured with fly anglers in mind so you have to adapt but
it’s not impossible. Try to resist casting at the first fish that starts taking your free offerings,
I know how hard this is, but it’s better to get several fish feeding before you start fishing
for them. Once they’re feeding the disturbance of a hooked fish can often excite the carp, if
you can manage to continue feeding while playing fish, this takes a little practice, you can
keep then lined up “ready and waiting” for you to catch them, “happy days”.
It’s so much FUN I hope this inspires you to give it a try? Tight lines. Andy

Carp to 48lb 10oz, Tench to 12lb 8oz, Bream to 16lb+, Barbel to 15lb 2oz,
Chub to 5lb+, Perch to 3lb 6oz, Pike to 31lb 6oz, Crucians to 4lb 6oz and
Grass Carp to 29lb 6oz. Also large Roach and Rudd to 3lbs and large eels.
MEMBERSHIP FEE 2017/18 SEASON
Senior Membership – £60 + £10 Joining fee
Ladies Membership – £20 + £10 Joining fee
OAP 65 years + £30 + £10 Joining fee
Junior Members £10 + NO JOINING FEE
FAMILY TICKETS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

View the waters on the web www.tonbridge-angling.co.uk
PO Box 131, Tonbridge TN11 8WB Contact Donna on 07947 557140

The Linton Angling Society - Membership Vacancies
We are a small but friendly club with beautiful lake, 2 ponds, 5 reservoirs and over 8 miles of fishing on the River
Medway, Beult and Tiese. Our waters contain Carp to 32lb, Pike 30lb+, Tench 8lb+, Chub 7lb, Perch 4lb and Roach
to 3lb, including some good Bream and Eels. All year fishing, member’s guest permits, night fishing allowed. We run
over 30 matches a year and have a large junior section. Concessionary rates available for OAPs, Disabled and Juniors.
For further details contact: Hon. Secretary:

Chris Knowler on 07712 622858

e-mail: chris@lintonangling.co.uk

www.lintonangling.co.uk

HOME OF
TRADITIONAL
KENTISH FISHING
A hard fighting common from yet another day ticket water

GUIDED LURE & FLY FISHING DAYS WITH ANDY LUSH
Lure Fishing
Fish a variety of reservoirs for Pike, Perch and Zander. These days
are suitable for beginners and improvers who
wish to ‘fast track’ their way to success.
Learn more about lure fishing, the use of boats
and fish finders, or just have a FUN day with an
experienced Predator angler.
Fly Fishing
One of Andy’s favourite methods, Trout,
Carp or Pike can be targeted.
Trout
Reservoirs or smaller stillwaters in the South East. These days are suitable for
beginners or improvers who wish to learn ‘how to catch more fish’, or just have
a FUN day with an experienced fly fisherman.
Carp & Pike
More anglers are looking to find exciting ways of catching their favourite fish.
Carp off the top during the summer takes a lot of beating. Pike in the spring
and autumn, whatever their size they are a lot of FUN on the fly!

For details contact Andy Lush on 01892 528677

Affiliated to the R.F.A. & K.F.C.A.
Members of the Angling Trust
5 miles of the River Rother and
many channels including
Potmans Heath, Hexden and Newmill,
plus our own stillwater, Allington.

For more information contact

Colin Sutton
01233 732006
or email
tenterden.angling.club@outlook.com

www.tenterdenangling.co.uk
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SOUTH NORWOOD ANGLING CLUB
SOUTH NORWOOD ANGLING CLUB (CROYDON AREA)
WOULD LIKE TO INVITE YOU TO JOIN OUR FRIENDLY CLUB.
We have a very good stretch of approx. one mile of the

Rye D.A.S. Three Day Festival
VENUES: River Rother Iden Lock,
River Brede and Northpoint Lake Camber
Entrants: 24 fished
This three day festival was fished over three venues.

River Eden near Chiddingstone holding
Chub, Pike, Silvers, Bream, Tench and Carp.
The club has an agreement with Gabriels Fishery near
Edenbridge for a reduced rate of £2 for one rod per day.

OVERALL PLACES
1st Place
Paul Lamb (South East Matchgroup).
Paul took two section wins and a section second
to give him 23 points.
2nd Place
Jamie Ford (Iden Wood Fishery) with 21 points
3rd Place
Kevin Dyer (Preston Innovations Delcac) with19.5 points
4th Place
Nick Hyde (Maver Cardinals) with 19 points.

We also have the privilege to ﬁsh 3 well stocked lakes
and various stretches of the river Eden near Oxted and
Haxted. Upon joining more information,
maps and membership card will be supplied.

Adult £35 : OAP £10 : Under 18 £10
Thank you for taking the time to read this and if you wish
to join please contact us for membership details.
Mr Steve Izatt
282 Kent House Road, Beckenham BR3 1JG

Day One
River Brede:
Paul Lamb 8-13-0, Mervyn Oakley 7-8-0.
River Rother:
Gary Flint and Russell Chandler both 14-4-0.
Northpoint Lake: Nick Hyde 194-0-0, Trevor Frowd 131-8-0.
Day Two
River Brede:
Jamie Ford 10-0-0, Nick Hyde 9-14-0.
River Rother:
Paul Lamb 18-5-0, Graham Clifford 9-12-0.
Northpoint Lake: Paul Hamlyn 182-8-0, Jerry Morgan 170-8-0.
Day Three
River Brede:
Derek Willis 9-8-0, Russell Chandler 8-13-0.
River Rother:
Jamie Ford 22-2-0, Fred Brown 12-3-0.
Northpoint Lake: Mark Mitchell 216-8-0, Paul Lamb 154-4-0.

email: steveizatt@aol.com
Thanks to Andy Ashdown at Iden Wood Fishery for sending in the results.

Tel: 0208 778 0168

WANTSUM ANGLING ASSOCIATION

Hastings Bexhill & District Freshwater Angling Association
Season runs from 1st April to 31st March.

Established in 1895 the association provides its
members and day ticket anglers with various
lakes and rivers to fish throughout Hastings,
Bexhill and the surrounding area.
We currently have seven waters that provide
a mixture of species at specimen weights to
suit all anglers' preferences. As well as the
lakes run by the association we also offer
members the ability to fish various
stretches of river in the surrounding area.

Normanhurst Lake

Wishing Tree Reservoir

The association provides waters to suit all
ages, abilities and interests so there’s
something for everyone.
To apply to become a member please download and
print the application form from our website.
Complete and return to the Membership officer on the
application, alternatively it is possible to purchase
your membership from any of the tackle shops listed
on our website.

GREAT FISHING IN GREAT SURROUNDINGS!
Look for us on Facebook – Marshside Fishery
River Rother

For further information please contact:

Chris Pagan 07429 655237

Steve Potter 07935 268174

Postal enquiries: S Corke, 2 The Siding, Bexhill-on-Sea TN40 1RF

hastingsandbexhillangling.co.uk
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Our folio of delightful waters include:
River Wantsum CT7 0QN / a section of the River Stour CT3 1JB
Marshside Fishery: Homersham Lake & Scroggins Lake CT3 4EB
MEMBERSHIP FEES 2019/20 (NO JOINING FEE)
Adult (Full) - £70 / Adult (River only) - £40
Registered Disabled - £40
Junior (aged 14-16 years inc.) - £40
Junior (aged 13 and under) No fee
Day Tickets available at all venues:
Rivers: £5 / Lakes: £10
Night fishing allowed only by prior booking.
Please call 07766 623673 to book

visit us at www.marshsidefishery.co.uk
For further details contact the Secretary:

Rob Tuck-Brown on
07484 144561
or email: robtuckbrown@hotmail.com

Medway and
Kent Sea
Fishing Group

Sea Informer

Sea Reports are proudly sponsored by – Medway and Kent Sea Fishing Group
The holiday month of August is with us and all the summer species are making an appearance, apart from the mackerel which remain elusive! The odd ones are
being caught from the beaches and the occasional decent sized shoal have come close in at Hastings, but, generally they are only being caught in odd numbers.
The best quantities, as you would expect, have come from the Admiralty Pier at Dover, but, the berthing of a new ship meant the temporary closure of the pier for a
couple of weeks. Thankfully, it is now fully open and fishing has resumed. Lots of smoothounds have been reported from the Eastbourne beaches with fish in to
double figures. Loads of small bass can be found close in on the shingle beaches and in the rivers. Although of a small size, they can provide good fishing on light
tackle, especially if you are lure fishing. The sea temperature is around 17 degrees centigrade, so almost warm enough for me to dip a toe in, but, just the one!

Medway report courtesy of Daniel Terry
“Had my first session at my old spot after seeing a few bass showing. The last time was in
May and unfishable so it was good to finally see a bite as it's been a fair while. The Medway's
been pretty slow this year from what I've seen compared to last year. I ended up with 7 bass
this time nothing of any real size, a few at 32cm and biggest 37cm and a fair few small eels
as well. However,nice to get out and finally see a bass!” Lots of mullet have been seen at
Halling along with numbers of small bass. As you might expect the numbers of mullet reported
as caught and landed is pretty low!
For all your tackle and bait requirements visit Medway Tackle Supplies at Twydall Green,
Gillingham. Call 01634 475260.

few rays about, but, they have thinned out considerably. Night tides are proving more
productive. The Swale is producing good numbers of bass and some wrasse!
Visit Sheppey Angling for your tackle and bait! Call 01795 661089 or 07902 092595.

North Kent
A number of sting ray have been caught in the past couple of weeks at Herne Bay. Although
not of a big size, they have been a welcome sight for anglers. The ray numbers have begun
to thin out but smoothounds are still being caught to double figures. Bass to 7lbs, dabs and
eels and a few dogfish have also been making up bags.
Absolute Tackle at Herne Common has a huge range of tackle and the finest fresh and
frozen baits. Call 01227 636724 / 07809 330854.
James Clifton 10lbs North Kent

Jordan Horn 16 lbs North Kent

Thanet report courtesy of Fishermans Corner
Ramsgate still fishing well for a variety of species !! Big bass from the local promenades, a
few mackerel and sandeels from the East Pier as well as the odd unusual species like sole
and gurnard. A few mullet and eels being caught as well. Please remember there are
restrictions on Silver Eels and these need to be returned immediately.
For any bait , tackle or advice on local fishing pop in to Fisherman's Corner, a short
walk from the pier. Call 01843 582174.

Sheppey report courtesy of Sheppey Angling
The weed situation has much improved since last month and fishing has picked up accordingly.
Hounds to a good size are being caught, along with some nice bass, flatfish and eels. Still a

Deal Report courtesy of Dave Chamberlain
The high pressure and northerly winds through the early part of July has kept colour in the
sea and the mackerel catches have been
low. However, prolonged and prevailing
south west winds should clarify the water
during August and mackerel will be prolific,
along with scad and garfish. Thornback
rays have moved offshore and are thin on
the ground from beach and pier marks.
Deal Pier is still producing smooth hounds,
bass and dogfish on most tides with the
best baits being crab and squid. During
daylight hours, when the sea is too clear
and bottom fishing slow, it is worthwhile
trying for pollack and wrasse around the
pier piles for some sport.
Channel Angling at the pier entrance
can supply your tackle and bait. Call
Fred on 01304 373104.
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Dover report
A couple of weeks fishing was lost due to the berthing of the new Saga ship and no fishing
was permitted from the pier. However, the pier is now fully open and fishing well. As you might
expect mackerel are being caught along with bass, dogfish, pouting, smoothounds, flatfish
and some pollack and wrasse down the wall. Shakespeare Beach has been patchy with the
odd bass and some mackerel and small wrasse. Samphire Hoe has produced lots of wrasse,
pollack, bass, garfish and some mackerel.
Visit Channel Angling at Snargate Street for all your tackle and bait requirements. Call
01304 203742.

Hythe report
Numbers of sole have been caught from various marks along the promenade. Shane Edwards
has had a few nice soles on night tides. Some bass are being caught close in, so worth a
whiting or mackerel livebait a few yards out. Still a few rays being caught and some
smoothounds, dogfish, pouting and a few plaice. Only the odd mackerel being caught at the
moment.
For all your tackle and bait call in at Dens Tackle (near RHDR station) or call 01303
267053. Alternatively visit Best Buddies or call 01303 253881.

KENT BOAT REPORT
courtesy of Jason Parrott
“We have all been awaiting the arrival of the
mackerel, but up until now, we have only had
a few stragglers. No decent sized shoals as
yet and I think this is quite wide spread
listening to other boat owners. Maybe they
are getting over fished with the big factory
ships and state of the art purse seiners? The
smoothound are still showing their faces, but
the bigger fish appear to have moved on
further around into the estuary. There are still
smaller fish to 8 or 10 lb feeding on the spider
crabs that are here in huge numbers. The
beaches are full of old shells and you have to
be careful when getting spiders as they must
be sizeable! Be careful on the beaches here
as they are policed by IFCA looking for
people landing more than 1 bass! Bass are shoaling, but the weather hasn't been that
settled for the water to clear. The lure boys inshore are having a good time of it with plentiful
numbers at night.
A special reminder that Friday 23rd August is the Ramsgate RNLI junior fishing competition
that me and my wife run with up to 80 entries and 14 charter boats. Every year seems to
be getting better and better and it's so good to see the kids fishing instead of on their
phones! We teach them about sea safety among other things.
Any queries, please email me on jasonparrott2010@gmail.com
Tight lines people from team Lady Ann of Ramsgate

Sussex

If you fancy a great day afloat or more details about the great
Junior Fishing event, Jason can be contacted on
07966 273650.

Good evening for Stevie Bates!
“Just in from a difficult session at Hythe chasing rays & sole.
Only 2 rays landed for me and good friend Richard dropped
a clonker! The soles were playing games and I got into a
massive tangle with a bootlace eel! Other than that it was
a very pleasant evening on the beach!”
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DUNGENESS Latest catch reports on www.seagullfishingtackle.com
Deeper into summer the beach is full of sun worshiper and lots
of 'fluff chuckers' but not so many beach anglers, however, if you
get down the beach there are plenty of bass, spurdog and
doggies.
BEACH REPORT
The bass fishing has been great like last year; more anglers are trying
fish baits rather than just lugworm and have picked out better fish. The
summer fishing has been brilliant.

Here are a couple of the August reports coming into my site...

Loads of fish for the juniors...
I had this report in from Shirley Codling (AKA Alex Whittlesea) of the DAA
Junior meeting at the weekend...

"Hi Tony, Had a great day with the juniors at Dungeness. Over 20
dogfish, a plaice, a flounder, a rockling, a starry smooth hound and a
few whiting was the catch. Many thanks,Shirl"

get much but had PB sole for me and a ray with loads of doggies and
whiting. Then went fishing today same mark only the one ray but really
happy!!!"

A lovely summer sole...
I had this report in late last night from Kenneth England...

"Off the Scale"...just the picture...nothing else, venue etc...but it is a
beautiful fish.

A cracking sole for Kris...
I had this report from Kris Hatton a couple of days ago (almost missed
it)...

"Had a go at Dymchurch on the 14th in the day time did not think I would

I'm going to need bigger hooks...
I saw this posted on social media the other day...from John Bunting of 'Kent Birding Group'...

“Was down at the hides at Dungeness just to see what might be about and get a lay of the land when I saw a distant splash out near the buoy.
My first thought was maybe a cormorant or gull making a hash of a landing, or something else diving in. So I kept the camera pointed on the
general vicinity to try and capture it coming back up out of the water. And what a surprise... Well it could be classed as flying... Bet it doesn't
count as a tick, a Thresher Shark.The moral is,if you see a splash, don't take it for granted!”

Sheppey Angling

UNIT 5, REGIS BUSINESS PARK, NEW ROAD, SHEERNESS, KENT. ME12 1HA
Tel: 01795 661089
Sea and Freshwater Angling at affordable prices
07902 092595
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A big summer high tide at Dungy...

What a cracking photo...

This report came in this afternoon from Ben Webb...

I had this report in from Anthony today out on Peganina (07989778361)
from Rye...

"Hi Tony, Caught lots of mackerel behind the power station on Saturday.
We kept these for dinner and the rest got thrown back to live another
day. Looking up and down the beach, we could see everyone catching.
Lovely day for it. Thanks for the rigs and bait as usual. Ben"

"Paul with the best pollack from yesterday’s trip"

Mmm a 4lb Lobster...tasty...
I saw this post last night from Jerry Oiller of Fairchance fame (01797
363544) launching from Dungeness...

BEACH OUTLOOK AUGUST
This can be a tricky month on the beach...depends so much on the
weather. I would hope to see more mackerel, on bait sole and bass will
be the main targets...but we could see some gurnard and shad as well.

"Bisley Old Boys, in the Boat today, Top Rod was Tony Hudson with 3
Pollock, 5 caught in all, and a Dozen Bream, also a nice 4 lb Lobster."

BEST BAITS
Worm for the sole (plus gurnard and shad) but for better bass and
others...fish baits of all types should do the trick.

BOAT REPORTS
Here are a few of the July reports coming into my site…

Another great day for Jerry...
This report came in last night from Jerry Oiller of 'Fairchance' fame
(01797 363544) out from Dungeness...

"Ashford's Bream Team aboard today, 16 caught in all, the best going
to Sue 2lb 6oz"

A lovely hot day to 'chill' out...
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Yes they are
getting bigger...

I had this report in late last night
from Anthony out on Peganina
(07989778361) from Rye...

I had this report just in from
Anthony out on Peganina
(07989778361) from Rye...

"Last two days have been pretty
tough on the wrecks. Our best
conger yesterday was 45lbs and
today we managed to find a few
more bream along with small
codling and pollack - hopefully it
improves when the tide cuts
again.
Photo is of Nigel with a lovely
brace of bream!"

"Best eel of today was approx
51lb, lost a really good fish
half way up too - can’t be
much longer till we get in the
three figure club...."

Not just bigger...plenty of them
I had this report in this evening from Anthony out
on Peganina (07989778361) from Rye...

"Well done Dennis and his gang for a tough two
days of eeling best one today was approx 46lb!"

BOAT OUTLOOK FOR AUGUST
As we get into high summer, just like the beach it
comes down to the weather. If we can get afloat
we should have some brilliant fishing. I wouldn't
be surprised to see a 100lb eel being caught! the
wrecks are full of bream, pollack, codling and
bass!

BEST BAITS
Squid is such a useful bait...small strips catch
bream...whole squid takes big bass and conger. But remember the humble mackerel is a superb 'free' bait!

Hastings report courtesy of Hastings Angling Centre
Summer at last! Some
decent weather has
allowed the boats to
get off regularly.
Fishing for the plaice
and rays has still
been good. Black
bream have now
appeared in numbers
on the wrecks and
mackerel are in very
good
numbers
offshore and are now
being caught off the
beach
whenever
conditions are right.
Bass are on the
beaches in numbers
especially schoolies
and bigger ones
especially
into
darkness on big baits.
Coming up for the top

few months for lure fishing for
them. Some good soles also
coming off the beaches again
fishing into darkness.
Prospects for August on the
beach, if the weather is good
(calm) the mackerel will be
everywhere especially over
high water. The bass will come
with them. Bright sun and clear
water is not good however for
general bait fishing during the
day, but fishing into darkness
can be very good. In the boats
there is some of the best fishing
to be had in August and
September, the plaice are at
their best, lots of mackerel,
black bream and fat pollack on
the wrecks along with bass.
Conger fishing is also at it's
best, with fresh mackerel and
baby cuttlefish making excellent
baits. Tope and ray fishing also
good.

ADMIRALTY PIER NEWS
FROM THE DOVER SEA
ANGLING ASSOCIATION
"We have received a large number of
enquiries about the future of the Admiralty
Pier so have prepared this statement to
give our members and the people of Dover
a better understanding of what’s
happening.
Dover Sea Angling Association (DSAA) are a non profit club who have managed the public
angling and promenading on Dover’s Admiralty Pier since 1987. we operate the venue under
a licence from Dover Harbour Board(DHB).
In 1987, after the Hurricane, DHB had a lot of damage to deal with and repairing the pier for
angling and walking was not a priority. DSAA borrowed £180,000 to carry out extensive repairs
to the wall, walkway and fencing, as part of an agreement with DHB that DSAA would then
run the angling from the pier permanently. In total since 1987 DSAA have spent over £300,000
on improvements including building a toilet block and kiosk, plus numerous repairs after storms.
Angling from the pier is enjoyed by over 10,000 people every year, with 1000’s of local residents
making use of one of the best known fishing piers in the entire UK. There are also significant
numbers of walkers who use the pier regularly as part of the Bluebird Trail, it is a very popular
viewing point for the large international cruise ships which now visit Dover regularly. The inside
of the Admiralty pier is a disabled fishing area known as CT3, this was offered by DHB when
the Prince of Wales Pier was closed for the western docks development, the Price of Wales
was one of the most accessible piers for disabled anglers in the entire country. DSAA offered
to steward the CT3 area for DHB when it opened.
For the last 7 years Dover Harbour Board have been aware of a potential issue with the integrity
of the first half walkway, it has been discussed at every meeting between DSAA and DHB and
on numerous occasions DHB have advised that, when the work is needed, there will be
minimal disruption to angling. Around 1 year ago DHB advised that the condition of the walkway
had deteriorated and that repair work was going to be needed soon, through various emails,
meetings and site meetings it was agreed that whilst the work was carried out angling would
continue from the second half of the pier, this would likely be at a financial loss to DSAA as
DHB wanted numbers to be kept quite low especially when a cruise ship was in the berth. As
it was only a short term requirement DSAA agreed to the plan as it would keep angling going.
This plan has been in place, ready to be implemented for a number of months.
Last week DHB advised DSAA that due to the scale of the work needed they do not intend to
start any repairs for at least 4 years. This is contrary to every other communication DSAA
have had with DHB about the repairs and has come as a major shock to the club, leaving us
in a very difficult position. DSAA are a relatively small club, with limited funds. We employ 4
full time staff and a number of part time staff to oversee the fishing and promenading on the
pier and generally, with all the costs of staff, insurance and rent etc, we usually just about
break even on the running of the pier. With the proposed reduction of numbers to as low as
15% of current capacity it would be very easy for the club to make significant losses, losses
that could finish a club that has run for well over 100 years.
In light of this new information about the delay to work commencing we are attempting to
reopen discussions with DHB about possible alternatives to the existing second half plan. We
are concerned that, at very best, opening hours will need to be greatly reduced with weekend
only opening much of the year and turning away anglers and walkers on the busier days. The
worst outcome is the pier is closed completely for at least 4 years. Either option will almost
certainly lead to redundancies amongst the pier staff and have a significant impact on the
many local businesses who benefit from both local and travelling anglers using the pier, this
is something we are desperate to avoid. The Walkway of the first half is still considered safe
to use and has not yet deteriorated to an unsafe level, in fact DHB have recently replaced all
of the supports which have been in place for many years.
In the last 5 years angling has been stopped from 3 other piers in Dover with the Admiralty
now the last remaining evidence of what used to be the most angling friendly harbour in the
UK. We are optimistic that as DHB are committed to the local community they will work with
us to find a way to ensure angling and walking can continue in our harbour for many years to
come."
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SAM’S FISHING JOURNAL courtesy of Sam Cox
LIVE BAITING FOR BASS - PART THREE : Legering
“2019 so far has been a strange year so for me. My bass fishing has been
on the back burner for five weeks, this is the longest period of time I’ve not
fished for bass in a good few seasons. The reason for this is that the Mrs
and I have finally purchased a Broads Cruiser! We have been saving for
four years and to actually own a boat again feels to me like I’ve come
home.
Back to the subject of this article. I have previously covered live baiting for
bass using both the sliding float and the zip slider methods. This article will
outline a few tried and tested legering methods. The takes using a ledger rig
when live baiting are often spectacular, smashing the rod over and making
the reel scream as the bass swims away from the competition.
Tackle needn’t be expensive nor complicated, simple set ups and middle of
the range rods and reels make bass fishing available to most anglers.
As live baits can’t be cast far, uptide style rods are more than
adequate, couple this with a half
decent reel, multiplying reel or
middle sized fixed spool and you
are half way there. As the areas I
fish are either rough ground marks
or pebble beaches, modern low
diameter lines and braids are
useless. Middle priced lines are
normally fine as with a thicker
diameter they tend to also be more
resistant to abrasion. Main line
needs to be 15LB to 20lb test
monofilament with a 30lb to 50lb
leader to cope with most situations.

bass, I think this has very little to do with luck and more to do with the fact
that novice anglers tend not to cast very far. This puts their bait right in the
bass's kill zone. On beaches like Dungeness, there is an area known as the
gutter, this is the area at the bottom of the steep slope. Bass run along this
gutter like a mouse runs along a skirting board. Most anglers cast way too
far and miss out on some good fish. My fishing is from as little as ten foot up
to twenty yards which is about as far as a live bait can be cast and remain
alive. My rule of thumb is that at night or if the water is very coloured to fish
closer, in daylight or clear water conditions fish 10 to 20 yards.
I use three rods when live baiting from the beach, two are used for the bass
one at very short and the other slightly further out, the third rod is used for
catching the live baits. I like to catch my live baits as I need them, they can
be retained in a large bucket with an aerator but not in numbers. Normally
there are plenty at Dungy so they can be caught to order. On the rare
occasions that there are a lot of bass around I go down to one rod and I
tend to hold the rod. Normally, the rods sit in the rest with the reels out of
gear and the ratchets on.

For end tackle, I use a running
paternoster with a rotten bottom to
the weight, but there are times
when a cut blood loop rig works
better. I shall attach my
professionally drawn diagrams of
both rigs to this article!
Although bass will pick a live bait up
all through the season, I have found
that September, October and
November to be the best three
months. This is probably due to the
vast numbers of whiting that arrive
at this time of year.
Beaches like Dungeness are good
locations, especially in the autumn
months. I like to position myself so
that for the majority of my session I
am down tide of several anglers.
The reason for this is that these
anglers at this time of year will be
catching and releasing lots of
whiting. These whiting will be swept
down tide either dead or recovering.
Bass like most predators are
opportunists and will be patrolling
the beach to take advantage of this
situation. This brings me to the next
important tip, casting distance. We
have all heard stories of the novice
angler who catches a great big
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Piers like Deal pier can be great places to leger a live bait. There are plenty
of pouting in amongst the structure to attract the bass. As long as there’s
not too much tide the pout are easy to catch using a two hook cut loop
paternoster rig. I use size six Aberdeen hooks with the barbs crushed baited
with small bits worm. Simply drop the rig straight down and the pouting will
oblige.
The running paternoster rig comes into its own on piers as the length of line
to the weight can be adjusted to change the depth the live bait is fished. I
start with a two foot hook length and a three foot dropper. The dropper
needs to be made of line weaker than the main line so if it’s snagged when
playing a fish it gives, allowing the fish to be landed. Simply lower the live

Mentoring Day at Deal

bait down or gently lob it into a space between the structure. Again reels
should be left out of gear with the ratchets on and the angler should not
wonder off as a bass will soon wrap you around one of the numerous
pillars. If it becomes apparent that there are lots of bass in the area then
holding the rod is the best bet and will lead to many more landed fish. Never
go pier fishing without a decent sized, robust drop net. However confident
you are that a ten pound bass can be hauled up by hand, I can assure you
it can’t and you will end up disappointed that you have lost that fish of a life
time.
One method I have used when there is a lot of tide and fishing in among the
structure becomes impossible is using a breakaway lead on a cut loop
paternoster rig. I fish from the end of Deal Pier facing the shore, I then walk
back to the stem and gently lower my live bait straight down between the
main large pillars. I then walk back to my original position paying line out as
I go. If the tide is going away from me I let enough line out so as the tide
catches it and pulls the lead into the sea bead. The action of the tide on
your line will put a slight bend in your rod. Initially when a bass picks up
your bait it will move down tide and come up against the weight which will
drive the hook home. This will cause your rod tip to spring back until the fish
takes up the slack then the rod will slam round. The moment the rod tip
springs back the angler should pick up the rod and wind like hell to catch up
with the fish.

Our Sea Informer sponsor, Medway & Kent Sea Fishing Group, held it's first
mentoring day at Deal recently. Although the fish were scarce, a great day was
enjoyed by all! Richard Steel reports:
“So, here’s the report from my first mentoring group yesterday! Myself, Jed Pugh, Stuart
Whitlow and Dave Ashton took to Deal beach for a fish. The day went as follows:
Stu, Dave and I were at Medway Tackle Supplies for 8ish in the morning for an initial chat
on current gear and then for a short session on how I like to present my baits across a
variety (bluey, mackerel, crab and squid) with some general advice on size and types of
leads and rigs for the venue we’d be fishing.
A short stop at Tesco before we headed off to our chosen mark, arriving at 10:15. Jed calls
me as we pull up, so timing couldn’t have been better. We got down onto the beach a
couple of hours after low and I showed the lads how I like to ground bait an area that we’d
be fishing to try and get the fish around us. The lads hadn’t seen this tactic before, so was
good to share a bit of knowledge I’ve gained from other anglers.
We were setup with baits in the water at around 10:45. I gave Dave a few casting tips and
he was then gaining yards every time he cast.
It was great to share a bit of knowledge to help
with his game!
Had a large variety of baits between us, and all
of us were trying something different to see if
we can nab at least something from the day at
a variety of distances. Water was very brown
for the first 20 or so yards, but very clear after
that. Jed came with the first fish of the day, a
small bass taking a lug. This was around 2
hours before high. I took the second (and final)
fish of the day of a little eel. It’s actually the first
silver eel I’ve caught off the beach, so ticked off
another species!
Shortly after, Dave was fishing in close and had
an almighty bite. Unfortunately, the fish bit and
swam off without getting hooked. Pretty sure it
was going to be a decent bass by the slam on
the rod, but we’ll never know.
Weed was a bit of a nuisance, but it wasn’t
horrendous. The tide however was. As usual
with Deal, it can pull very hard and yesterday
was no exception. We all decided to fish it pretty
close in but didn’t have a sniff after that.
Having a look down the beach, we probably saw 4 or 5 anglers and none of us saw another
fish on the beach that day. Did the ground bait work? Well, debatable, but we did at least
have a couple of fish compared with the others a couple of hundred yards away.
In conclusion, we had experienced fisherman on the day, with one who has recently got
back into it. I think we all learnt a few things on the day and it’s always great to just be
hitting the shingle for a dangle. Will certainly look to do it again, and also great to meet Jed
and Dave for the first time! I love to share what I’ve learnt from others and I love to learn
from others too. Just little things that you pick up can drastically change your game.
Tight lines all and I’m looking forward to the next one!” Richard Steel

If the tide is coming towards you then as the fish picks up the bait and
moves down tide your line will go totally slack, again pick up the rod and
wind like the hell to catch up with the bass.
This method has saved me from blanking on Deal pier many times and in
one afternoon I once caught eight bass, not big fish between two hand a
half pounds and four pounds, but still good sport. Live baiting isn’t really a
good method when conditions are rough, far better to put out a large smelly
bait like squid or black lug.
I have outlined a couple of methods here that will work of most beaches
and piers, hook sizes and patterns should be chosen according to live bait
size. I tend to use fairly light hooks when using pouting as they can be
fragile, Cox & Rawle Aberdeen hooks from 5/0 to 8/0 are a light but decent
quality hook and do not wear out the live baits too quickly. We will be
experimenting with circle hooks this year, experimenting is always a brave
move as every bite is well earned and it takes a brave man to change what
works. However, things would never progress if we all sat in our safe zones
would they!
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ANGLING CLUBS / SOCIETIES

COARSE FISHERIES
Beaver Farm Fishery
01342 324006 | 07710 656041
Eastbourne Road, Newchapel, Lingfield RH7 6HL
Cackle Hill Lakes
01580 292292 | 01580 291954 | 07885 284500
Headcorn Road, Biddenden TN27 8JW
Charlies Lakes
07857 539785
Steeds Lane, Kingsnorth, Ashford TN26 1NH
Chequertree Trout & Coarse Fishery
01233 820078
Bethersden, Nr Ashford TN26 3JR
Claygate Lakes
07770 513448
Marden B2162 between Collier Street & White Hart Pub, TN12 9PL
Coombewood Fishery
07895 679569
Redbrook Street, High Halden, Nr Ashford TN26 3JH
Elphicks Fisheries
01580 212512
Spelmonden Road, Horsmonden TN12 8EL
Furnace Brook Fishery
01435 830835
Trolliloes, Cowbeech, Nr Hailsham BN27 4QR
Gabriels Fishery
07730 066088
Marsh Green Road, Edenbridge TN8 5PP
Greenacres Farm Fishery
07933 934942
Sissinghurst Road, Biddenden TN27 8EH
Great Engeham Pools
07973 410973
Bethersden Road, Woodchurch, Ashford TN26 3PU
Hartley Lands Fishery
07703 825064
Swattenden Lane, Cranbrook TN17 3PS
Hawkhurst Fish Farm
01580 753813
Hastings Road, Hawkhurst TN18 4RT
Horam Manor Fishery
01323 840889 | 07707 759364
Horam Manor Farm, Horam TN21 0JB
Iden Wood Fishery
01797 280180 | 07906 232225
Coldharbour Lane, Iden, Rye
Knightingales Fishery
07941 176205
Stone-in-Oxney, Nr Tenterden TN30 7HA
Mousehole Lakes
07725 783405
Maidstone Road, Nettlestead, Nr Paddock Wood ME18 5HR
Orchard Place Farm Fishing Lakes
01892 838576 | 07860 608218
Pearsons Green Road, Paddock Wood TN12 6NY
Sandwich Lakes Coarse Fishery
07936 409912
Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
Tanyard Fisheries
07833 532842
Tanyard Lane, Furners Green, Uckfield TN22 3RL
The Firs Fishery & Campsite www.thefirsfishery.com
01233 733492
Nickley Wood Road, Shadoxhurst, Ashford TN26 1LZ
Tricklebrook Fishery
07743 955812
Colts Hill, Five Oak Green TN12 6SH
Wylands International AC
01424 893394
Wylands Farm, Powdermill Lane, Battle TN33 0SU

TROUT FISHERIES
Brick Farm Lakes
Windmill Hill, Herstmonceux BN27 4RS
Chalk Springs
Park Bottom, Arundel, West Sussex BN18 0AA
Cinder Hill Fly Fishing
Membership available from r.nathan@btinternet.com
Hazel Copse
Baynards, Rudgwick, West Sussex RH12 3AF
Spring Hill Trout Waters
Albans Farm, Romford Road, Pembury TN2 4BB
Tenterden Trout Waters
Coombe Farm, Chennell Park Road, Tenterden TN30 6XA
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01323 832615

Bromley (Kent) & District AS
bdas-kent-enquiry@bdaskent.co.uk
PO Box 895, East Grinstead RH19 9ND
Hastings, Bexhill & District
Chris Pagan 07429 655237 | Steve Potter 07935 268174
Postal enquiries: S.Corke, 2 The Siding, Bexhill-on-Sea TN40 1RF
Haywards Heath & District AS
visit www.hhdas.com
or email info@hhdas.com
Linton Angling Society
Chris Knowler 07712 622858
chris@lintonangling.co.uk
South Norwood Angling Club
Steve Izatt 0208 778 0168
steveizatt@aol.com
Tenterden Angling & Preservation Society
Colin Sutton 01233 732006
www.tenterdenangling.co.uk
Tonbridge & District A & FPS
Donna 07947 557140
PO Box 131, Tonbridge TN11 8WB
Wantsum Angling Association
robtuckbrown@hotmail.com
Rob Tuck-Brown (secretary) 07484 144561

TACKLE & BAIT SUPPLIES
Absolute Tackle
01227 636724 | 07809 330854
12 Wealden Forest Park, Herne Common CT6 7LQ
Cackle Hill Lakes
01580 292292 | 01580 291954 | 07885 284500
Headcorn Road, Biddenden TN27 8JW
Camos Carp Cabin
01843 581784
11 Turner Street, Ramsgate CT11 8NJ
www.camoscarpcabin.net
Carpers Den
01233 850644
Ashford Road, High Halden, Ashford TN26 3LJ
Channel Angling
01304 203742
158-160 Snargate Street, Dover CT17 9BZ
Dens Tackle
01303 267053
73 Dymchurch Road, Hythe CT21 6JN
Fishing Tackle & Bait
07724 776031
Ralph’s Farm Shop & Nursery, Wierton Road, Boughton Monchelsea ME17 4JW
Friendly Fisherman
01892 528577
Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells TN1 2PS
Henfold Bait & Tackle
07956 043922
Henfold Lakes, Henfold Lane, Newdigate, Dorking RH5 4RW
Hooked on Green
01825 760139
Unit 2, Bellbrook Industrial Estate, Uckfield TN22 1QL
Kent Tackle
01580 754422
Hawkhurst Fish Farm, Hastings Road, Hawkhurst TN18 4RT
Medway Tackle Supplies
01634 475260
11 Twydall Green, Gillingham ME8 6JY
Nick’s Tackle
Tel: 01622 673899
10 Knightrider Street, Maidstone ME15 6LP
Pinions
Tel: 01622 718580
431 London Rd, Ditton, Aylesford, Maidstone ME20 6DB
Sues Tackle Cabin
Tel: 01797 225015 | 07980 290247
The Spice Warehouse, Rye Harbour Road, Rye TN31 7TE
Tenterden Tackle and Gun
Tel: 01580 764851
3 Eastwell Parade, High Street, Tenterden TN30 6AH
Trade in Tackle
Tel: 01622 814296 | 07941 085011
Maidstone Road, Wateringbury ME18 5EH

01903 883742

ADVERTISE HERE

01892 770903

FOR ONLY

01403 822878
07951 304515
01580 763201

£60 FOR 12 MONTHS OR
£30 FOR 6 MONTHS!
www.freshwaterinformer.com

Mousehole
Lakes

BAILIFF ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

NINE ACRES - THREE LAKES

FOR UNLOADING YOUR EQUIPMENT
TO YOUR SWIM

Kingfisher Lake

CAFE OPENING TIMES
  8.30-11am / 4-6pm

 8-11am / 4-6pm
  8-10.30am

 



Give us a call on 07725 783405 from
your mobile and we prepare your order….

Kestrel Lake

AND DELIVER TO YOUR SWIM
      

Swift Lake

KESTREL LAKE
Day Ticket: £15 for 2 rods / £20 for 3 rods
24 hours: £30 for 2 rods / £35 for 3 rods
48 hours: £50 for 2 rods / £55 for 3 rods

KINGFISHER LAKE
Day Ticket: £12.00 for 2 rods / 3 rods £15
(3 rods at the discretion of the bailiff)

24 Hours: £25 for 2 rods / £30 for 3 rods
36 Hours: £35 for 2 rods / £40 for 3 rods
48 Hours: £45 for 2 rods / £50 for 3 rods

SWIFT LAKE (Match/Pleasure)
Day Ticket: £7 for 1 rod / £10 for 2 rods

Maidstone Road | Nettlestead | Maidstone | Kent | ME18 5HR

07725 783405

www.mouseholelakes.co.uk

TOILET &
SHOWER BLOCK
WITH DISABLED
FACILITIES

FREE shower for overnight
& 48hr plus sessions
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